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1CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
The use of dramatic methods is as old as man. In
his primitive existence man had to depend upon bodily move-
ments, gestures and certain signs to convey his feelings and
desires to others. Slowly a language was developed; man no
longer depended upon mere pantomime to convey his thoughts;
yet, because of the expressiveness of this early form of
intercourse it still remains as an important element in our
everyday discourse.
Primitive man also used this sign method in his
religious life. The gods were sought through all manner of
rites, the wondrous expanses and inexplicable activities of
nature were interpreted by symbolic festivals, ’’Indeed,
religion has been a great unfolding pageant where men have
wrought out their deepest feelings, their inmost desires,
their highest aspirations toward God and their fellows.
Drama had its origin in religion and at its heart is lodged
deep and vibrant religious passion,”
It seems that the origin of man and the origin of
drama are linked very closely. Since primitive man had
developed only a few degrees from the animal stage it is
certain that the controlling feature in his life was
emotional rather than rational. His great desire to placate
1. Betts & Hawthorne, Method in Teaching Rellp;ion p,230-231.
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the gods came because of a conflict which the regular pro-
cesses of nature offered to frustrate certain of his urges.
His contact with other human beings usually proceeded upon
emotional levels; mating, hunger and fear, "it is quite
interesting to note that almost all dramatic critics make
the ’emotional appeal' the real test of a successful play."
Emotion is essential to drama, but so is rational develop-
ment.
Through the centuries man has slowly grown from
a mere Instinctive animal-like individual to a rational and
calculating being. Although his emotional nature has been
conditioned it has never been eradicated; in fact the
emotional drive is still stronger in most men than the in-
tellectual. Since this is true pure factual argument is
many times unheeded because it does not strike the main-
springs of man’s nature. Man was first a feeling and exper-
iencing individual; thoughts were conveyed by images, both
in religion and secular living. To-day in order to present
segments of truth successfully the most effective way is
through visual as well as auditory presentation. "In
general the visual image is strongest in most people; the
O
auditory image follows in general effectiveness."
In this day of ’high pressure’ living, when many
people are turning from eternal realities to the world of
1. Taylor, J. R., The Story of Drama p. 3
2. Higgins, H. H., Influencing Human Behaviour p. 53-54
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3things, V7hen people are becoming cinema and radio minded
there is a distinct challenge to the churches to meet the
times and offer their strayed constituencies some form of
religion which not merely challenges them but interests
them. Because drama has been an integral part of man's
development, since emotional imagery touches hidden
springs within the hearts of men, it is the duty of the
church to make use of the greatest agent at its disposal,
drama, "Dean Inge, discussing the new prophet which this
generation needs, has said; 'When this new prophet comes,
I am disposed to think that he will choose to speak to his
generation neither from the pulpit nor from the platform,
nor from the printed page, but from the stage, A great
dramatist might help us find our soulsi’" This refers not
only to one type of drama, but to drama in general*
Truth, then, must not be represented merely in
the rational garb of the thinker, but rather needs to be
interpreted to the great living public through dramatic
presentations. The mainspring of drama being emotional
appeal gives this method of presenting truth an immediate
appeal. Being both visual and. auditory it holds double
significance for men. Added to these important qualifi-
cations drama is rational. It is the purpose of this
thesis to demonstrate historically and practically that
drama fulfills its mission of interpreting truth in a
1. Eastman, Fred, Modem Religious Drama p. viii
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^vivid fashion, influencing both actor and people to greater
achievements and aspirations*
What is Drama?
There is no one arbitrary definition of the term
drama* It is made up of several distinct parts, what may
be called drama in one circumstance may be nothing but
words in another* The fact is that it is not absolutely
necessary to have words in order to have drama* There is
one correllary, however, that can be set down as a common-
to-all element in drama: drama deals with human beings
usually with an element of distinct conflict*
It is possible to divide the art up into four
groups or 'moods*: tragedy, comedy, farce and melodrama.
Tragedy is by far the most important of these moods because
it brings us closer to the mainsprings of life* Always
there is a more pronounced element of conflict in the
tragedy* Even comedy makes use of this type of drama that
it may get closer to people and thus be better able to pro-
duce the opposite mood of happiness* The tragic element
was predominant in most of the G-reek Dramas* Not until
Aristophanes, more than a hundred years after Aeschylus,
did the comedy element enter in any pronounced manner*
Tragedy may appear in the form of murder and revenge as in
Aeschylus's "Agamemnon", the "Choephorae"
,
the "Eumenides",
or Eugene O'Neill's more modem "Mourning Becomes Electra"*
It might take the form of lingering death as in Ibsen's
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5*‘G-hosts'* or "the closed passage in "The Three Sisters". Or
it can he what it is in Pirandello's Henry IV, the victory
of life over the man's will to permanence, the man's be-
trayal by that life that had made him what he v/as and what
he willed to remain^" All tragedies define the conflicts of
wills, of purposes with other wills and purposes. Many
times tragedy expresses defeat, but at others the defeat is
turned into victory as in the current play "The Petrified
Forest"
•
Many comedies gain their prominence because they
ridicule social systems. Some gain a high rating through
'wise cracks' or epigrams like Oscar Wilde's. Some are de-
lightfully pleasing because of the situations presented
through certain characters as in Rostand's "Cyrano de
Begerac", or J. M. Barrie's less characterful but delightful i
plays "Alice-Sit-by-the-Fire" or a "Kiss for Cinderella".
Most of these plays are presented for Interesting diversion
and may serve as an escape. Yet in the best of the comedies
there is a very distinct uplifting and beneficial effect.
In farce and melodrama there is a pronounced
emphasis upon exaggeration. It is possible in this type of
drama for the writer to take great Journeys into the realm
of fancy. G-eorge Bernard Shaw delights in farcical writing
1. Young, Stark, The Theater p. 57.
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6because it gives him the opportunity to flee from stagnant
everydayness. In melodrama it is many times possible to
make a permanent contribution because a serious situation
may be presented in all its cruelties, yet the inevitable
conclusions need not be drawn.
Drama is a more general term than the theatrical
designation "play". Drama includes the latter and events
may be determined dramatic, yet have few qualities of a
play. Since the play is usually a dramatic vehicle, how-
ever, the fundamental components of a good play will be the
fundamentals of good drama#
William Archer says that, "any representation of
imaginary personages which is capable of interesting an
average audience assembled in a theatre” is a play. This
does not represent many of the true qualities of a play#
In order to call a play a play it must have a plot, emotion-
al conflict, movement and above all "it is a piece of
literature about a section of life written in such a way
that it will go over the footlights, in such a way that what
2
it has to say it can say in the theatre.” Mr# Young lays
considerable stress upon the theatre, but in condensation he
means that a play to be a play must be actable as proved by
the effect it has upon the audience#
The first test of a play is, does it have an idea;
1# Taylor, J# R., The Story of the Drama p# 536#
2, Young, Stark, The Theater p# 68#
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7plot? After the play receives a plot it must drape this
around a medium, or actor. If the plot is not conducive
to acting then the play cannot exist in theatre terms. It
may be dramatic, but it does not have the form of a play.
As has been mentioned in order for the plot to have a real,
vital effect upon an audience it must have an emotional
quality — it must first appeal to the feelings, then to
the minds of the audience. There needs to be a conflict
which rises to a definite climax through regular rythmic
progression. The more natural a play is the more powerful
it will be; it must come out of life. Real drama drives
’*the artist back to the source of all art, which is in him-
self, his quality, intensity and idea; and reminds all of
us in the art that the Kingdom of Heaven is within us^**
Religious Agency.
During many generations of thought men have been
attempting to establish a definition of religion which would
contain all the essential elements encompassed in the tern.
No all-inclusive definition has ever been formulated to the
satisfaction of every mind, but approaches have been made
and predominant elements have been pointed out with exact-
ness and conclusiveness. No greater term has ever been
chosen to embody the essence of religion than the one word —
faith. This term naturally becomes amplified when used in
1. Young, Stark, The Theater p. 90.

connection with religion to include such a statement; the
essence of religion is faith in a Supreme Being*
Throughout the realms of philosophic and theologi-
cal thought certain specific emphases have been prominent
namely; theoretical, aesthetic and practical. These views
help explain the term religion, but for the most part they
are too completely bound down to one segment of truth.
Religion is not describable or explainable by one trend of
thought or feeling — it is a composite of all three
elements. In order to clarify these specific views let us
examine several opinions presented in the three fields of
thought
•
1, Intellectualistic or Theoretical,
"Religion is a mental faculty (potential energy)
or disposition, which, independent of, nay in spite of,
sense and reason, enables man to apprehend the Infinite under
different names and under varying disguises. Without that
faculty (faith) no religion, not even the lowest worship of
idols and fetishes, would be possible; and if we will but
listen attentively we can hear in all religions a groaning
of the spirit, a struggle to conceive the inconceivable, to
utter the unutterable, a longing after the Infinite, a love
of G-odl"
Then as a more concise statement of this intel-
1 ilueHer, .-!Iax
,
Introduction to the Science of Relipaon
p. 13-14.
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lectual view of religion G. J. Romanes says: "Religion is
a department of thought having for its object a self-
conscious and intelligent Beingi"
2, Affect ivistic or Aesthetic,
No other theologian has been more controlled by
the emotional view of religion than has Schleiermacher*
"The sum-total of religion is to feel that, in its highest
unity, everything that stirs our emotions is one in feeling;
to feel that anything singular and particular is only
possible by means of this unity; to feel, that is to say,
that our being and living is a being and living in and
through God?"
McTaggart expresses this side of religion by say-
ing, "Religion is an emotion, resting on a conviction of a
harmony between ourselves and the universe at large?"
3. Voluntaristic or Practical,
This view of religion has vogue at the present
time since the speeded-up industrial type of civilization
must be reduced to certain real, pragmatic, values.
Professor James writes in a very unrestricted
sense, "In the broadest and most general terms possible one
might say that religious life consists of the belief that
there is an unseen order and that our supreme good lies in
1, Romanes, G, J,, Thoughts on Religion p, 41,
2, Schleiermacher, Discourses p, 49,
3* McTaggart, Some Dogmas of Religion p, 3,

10
harmoniously adjusting ourselves thereto. This belief and
this adjustment are the religious attitude of the souli”
The great philosopher Kant assumed this attitude
towards religion, "Religion is (considered subjectively)
the recognition of all our duties as divine commands,"
In order to define the true nature of religion it
is necessary to see it more in totality. Dr, Albert G.
Knudson does this in the following definition, "Religion
is a vital faith in a supernatural Being, whose power and
character guarantee the essential rationality and goodness
of the universe and thus give permanent meaning to human
life?" Viewing this definition more clearly and critically
Dr, Albert C, Knudson sets forth certain specific elements
that are found in any true form of religion. The five
elements are: 1, God, 2, Life, 3« Duty, 4, Revel-
4
ation, 5* Meaning or value,"
As a concluding definition of religion one
prepared by Dr, Earl Marlatt for evaluating biography may
serve equally as well in evaluating drama, "Religion is
activity which orients individuals in the universe (makes
man at home in the world) by revealing its Creative
Dynamic and realizing in him the values of; 1, reverence,
1, James, William, The Varieties of Religious Experience
P. 53.
2, Kant, Immanuel, Religion Within the Bounds of Pure
Reason
3, Knudson, A,C,, Lectures on Systematic Theology
B,U,S.T. 1921-1922
4, Ibid

2* faith, love, 4. loyalty, 5* enduring living-
nessi*‘
Through drama these functions of religion may be
presented in inspirational form. Drama is the agent through
which men may see themselves as they are and should be.
They can become inspired by the things which are presented
to reach to a higher plane in their individual lives. Mr.
Young describes the purpose and fountain source of drama,
"We see these foms in nature, and in ourselves likev^ise we
desire forms, patterns of our mental world that v/e call con-
ceptions, within which our inner stream of life finds shapes
that will contain it. We would have ideas as new bodies in-
to which the souls of our experiences have been reborn. We
would have ideals, which are projections, through feeling,
of our intellectual preferences to the completeness that we
desire. It is these ideas and complete instances brought to
the service of the theater (or church) that complete its
function, which is to exalt, amuse, clarify and enrich our
lives, to hold up to us the splendor and measure of time and
memory against which our lives, in their greatness, meanness,
pproportion and absurdity, are led." This states in splendid
fashion the function and way drama can be used as a religious
agency.
Religion ministers to life in many ways. In an
1. Marlatt, Earl, Notes in Biography Course B.U.S.T. 1936
2. Young, Stark, The Theater p. 181.
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experimental study conducted by students at Boston University
School of Theology and Andover-Newton Theological Seminary
under the guidance of Professor Harold W. Ruopp, life has
been divided into four major classifications:
!• The Individual and his inner self: Misfortune, Person-
ality problems, etc.
2. The Individual in his relationship to the family:
Economic difficulties, Marriage, etc.
3. The Individual in his relationship to larger social
groups: Social injustice. Misunderstanding and conflicts
among races, etc.
4. The Individual in his relationship to God and the
Universe: The meaning of life, God, The person of Jesus,
etc.
If drama is to be a religious agency it must
serve as a factor throwing light upon the problems of life
' classified under the four main headings. Life, of course,
cannot be pigeonholed in any exact and precise grouping, but
there are certain fundamental problems which must be faced
and to which religion should offer assistance and explan-
ations. It is the purpose of this thesis to demonstrate
that drama is a powerful agent of religion and will aid it
in solving many of life's problems.
1. Notes in Life-Situation Preaching - B.U.3.T. 1936.

CHiVPTER II
A SHORT HISTORY OF DRAMA
It has been demonstrated that drama had its early
beginning in the religious rites of prehistoric man; but
drama in its more organized form made its European debut in
G-reeoe. The tragedies of Aeschylus, the earliest extant
dramas, must have sprung from a definite background of
development. Legend has it that this premier dramatist
while sleeping under a grapevine became inspired by the god
of wine, Dionysus. This seems to be the only way the Greeks
of that day could explain the outstanding dramas which
Aeschylus wrote. Even so great an artist as Aeschylus must
have had some preparation or predecessor.
In Greece, as with early man, drama had its begin-
ning in religion through certain religious rites and
observances. Drama originated in the v/orship of Dionysus.
On certain festival occasions, especially in the spring and
the vintage season, great revelry was enjoyed. Naturally
during the vintage period there was wine- inspired joy, under
the spell of which certain jolly worshipers would band
together and parade through the streets. At first these
parades and their consequent songs were impromptu; as time
went by, however, they began to sing specific songs and
later prizes were awarded to the best chorus. From this
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very crude beginning a more organized form of worship
through a ritualistic song and dance called the ’ Dithyramb’
was formulated. ’’The Dithyramb was a song and dance by a
chorus of fifty men in honor of Dionysus^” Whether the
Dithyramb was always employed in the worship of Dionysus
has been disputed, but as we are merely interested in the
transition between this early form of crude drama and the
tragedy, this need not concern us.
As a probable transition between the use of the
Dithyramb and the tragedy the sometimes comic satyr-drama
offers an interesting type of Dionysus worship. The satyr-
drama was a rapid-moving burlesque made up of satyrs, half
human, half animal beings who were supposed to be servants
of Dionysus as he roamed over the fields from place to
place. These creatures were similar to goats in respect to
their ears, legs, nose, and body hair and were sometimes led
by mythical heroes or kings. After the introduction of the
tragedy these satyr-dramas were used for comic relief, since
no comedy was allowed in a tragic drama.
The tragedy, ’goat song', came as a natural
development of this better organized dramatic presentation.
When an actor, speaking character, was introduced into the
satyr-drama he was called a ’tragodia’ and was at first
1, Taylor, J, R., The Story of Drama p, 70
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supplementary to the chorus. Up until the time of
Aeschylus the actor was always supported, and most of the
time transcended, by the satyr-chorus. It was Aeschylus who
first introduced the actor without the traditional satyr-
chorus. He adjusted his choruses to the situation, thus his
chorus of Ocean Maidens in ''Prometheus Bound" and his chorus
of Argive Elders in the "Agamemnon".
There were probably many so called dramatists who
formed the penumbra against which Aeschylus was able to
paint. There are only two, however, who warrant notice —
Arion of Corinth and the Attic poet Thespis. Arion was the
first to write out the lyrics which had hitherto been
impromptu. He took another forv/ard step in costuming his
singers in their satyric garb. The faces of the singers
were stained with wine in honor of the patron god, Dionysus,
This garbing of the characters served to set them apart from
the ordinary person in the market place and naturally
inspired more distinctive characterizations,
Thespis first introduced the speaking character as
apart from the chorus. This was an important step as here
we have the germ of both acting and dialogue, Thespis, who
was an actor, originated the idea of using a mask, like the
priest of Demeter at the mysteries, in order to represent
different characters. This use of a distinct character gave
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the Thespians their first chance to have a plot, no matter
how incomplete and dimly distinguishable. These players
under the leadership of Thespis went around through G-reece
presenting their plays in worship of Dionysus, but under
the guidance of Pisistratus drama began to converge in
Greece. The state took over the drama and from this time
’’tragedy was performed at the City of Dionysia, the great
spring-festival of the Athenians, when the visitors thronged
there from all parts of Greece^”
The stage upon which these representative types of
drama were produced was very simple; to us it would not be
worthy of the name, stage. First the festivals were cele-
brated in the market places, here seats were constructed
around some cleared spot in the thronging street and the
chorus made the best of their simple set. Because of the
numerous hardships experienced in these places of presen-
tation somebody originated the clever idea of using a slop-
ing hill, outside the more crowded city, upon which to place
their rude benches. The stage remained much the same, how-
ever, with the exception of a small booth made of skins
supported by rude poles. These booths became necessary after
Arion began parading his choruses in costumes. In the time
of Aeschylus there v;as small change in the theatre with the
exception of more commodious wooden booths which were so
1. Matthews, Brander, The Development of Drama
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modem as to have roofs. Later players used these booths
for dressing rooms and as pinnacles upon which watchmen
peered out towards the far horizon for some person who might
be coming to bring good or bad news,
Aeschylus
.
At the birth of Aeschylus (525 B,G,) the theatre
was becoming an established center in Athens; it was sup-
ported by rich patrons; attendance was not only encouraged
but was demanded. In order that greater inspiration may be
induced worthwhile prizes were offered for the best dramas
presented. Naturally it was a supreme honor to win a prize
at these dramatic contests, which lasted for periods of six
days. The first prize winner was Thespis whose plays have
all been lost. The outstanding first prize winner and
premier dramatist of the fifth century B,G, was Aeschylus,
He rightfully may be called the father of drama -- especial-
ly the tragedy, in which field he has few equals.
Throughout these great festive occasions it is
noticed that the plays are always religious. They are
played for specific foras of worship, the Priest to the god
Dionysus always had a special front seat and it was a sacri-
lege to make any disturbance or unfitting comment during a
presentation. In the sacred city of Eleusis, the center of
the religious "Mysteries’* and the focal point for the worship
of the goddess Demeter, the dramatist-to-be Aeschylus was
c
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born. His parents were members of the aristocratic class so
that from early childhood the life of young Aeschylus was
favorable to unhampered growth. If one were to ask Aeschylus
what, to his mind, had been his greatest accomplishment he
would have been surprised to learn that this most-talented
dramatist was proudest of his military prowess. As a parti-
cipant in the great battle of Marathon he had won popular
acclaim. In an Epitaph probably written by himself and un-
earthed in the foreign land of Sicily where Aeschylus is
supposed to have been killed by an eagle dropping a tortoise
upon his bald head, Aeschylus writes this: "Beneath this
stone lies Aeschylus, son of Euphorian, the Athenian, who
perished in the wheat-bearing land of Gela; of his prowess
the groves of Marathon can speak, and the long-haired
Persians who knew it welli" Little did he realize that after
his bones had long since become identified with the dust of
Sicily the world would remember him for his literary rather
than his military prowess.
Speculation records that he contributed more than
ninety dramas to the current theatre bill, but only seven
complete plays are extant. His first plays, the "Suppliants"
and the "Persians", followed quite closely the style of
1. Mantle & Gassner, A Treasury of the Theatre p, 1573.

Thespis. He did, however, depart gradually from tradition by
introducing, in increasing prominence, a second speaking
character. This development made it possible to have dra-
matic dialogue — causing the play now to be more and more
based upon characterizations than upon choral work. He made
greater use of so-called make-up and is credited with intro-
ducing the mask, which device long succeeded him and appears
at infrequent intervals on the modern stage, as in Eugene
O'Neill's "Great God Brown", Aeschylus was probably the
first to make use of stage 'props* or properties. He used
a statue to set the stage for the temple of Athena in the
"Eumenides", and as an even greater break with tradition, he
introduced a horse or mule-dravm chariot to transport
Agamemnon and Cassandra into Clytemnestra' s none too tender
embrace
.
Most of Aeschylus' works were v/ritten in trilogies
or tetralogies. In his "Seven Against Thebes" which centers
about a struggle between the sons of Oedipus for the throne
of Thebes there were three other plays on the same theme
which have been lost. "Prometheus Bound", one of the most
revealing and uplifting of all his plays, dealing with a
disobeying god, punished for his kindness towards mortals,
is the only extant play in this trilogy. One trilogy does
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remain complete — the Orest eia -- written only two years
before his death. In the "Agamemnon” he recounts the
tragic and gruesome tale of a wife, Clytemnestra, who wel-
comes her returning military husband and his paramour with
a flaming red carpet, its hue deepened by two sv/ord thrusts.
The "Choephorae" is a tale of vengeance in which the very
blood of her blood and flesh of her flesh murder
Clytemnestra and her lover Agisthus. The furies follow the
murdering son throughout the action in the third play, the
"Eimienides" • This play is a splendid representation of a
guilty conscience driving its possessor mad, Aeschylus rep-
resents all these activities in form of gods or v/itches,
always conscious of the working of the supernatural. In
spite of this, however, he does manage to offer a fairly
conclusive psychological study mixed with tragic activities,
Aeschylus has definite ideas to present to people.
Although well-born, he feels that many times the gods take
delight in punishing a person who thinks he is more majestic
than others. As Taylor expresses it "there may be a hidden
reef in the smoothest passagJ", Thus in the "Agamemnon" the
dramatist uses a scarlet carpet to signify the event of a
great man boastfully marching to his own defeat. Agamemnon
1. Taylor, J, R., The Story of Drama p. 90

defies the right of the gods, being himself obsessed by his
own magnificence, and sets foot upon the scarlet carpet:
''Now therefore, seeing I am
constrained by thee
And do thy will, I walk in
conqueror's guise
Beneath my G-ate, trampling
sea-crimson dyes,"
The dramatist demonstrates in "Prometheus Bound" the fact
that even the gods may not be altogether trustworthy and
that even the gods have their petty quarrels and difficul-
ties; but here there is represented a high spiritual
quality which few dramatists have ever achieved. No matter
how great the struggle or the suffering Prometheus was glad
that he had been kind-hearted and had helped mankind; for
no matter how many vultures picked at his insides Zeus could
not destroy his work.
"Let him hurl me anon into
Tartarus -- on -- --
To the blackest degree.
With Necessity’s vortices
strangling me down;
But he cannot join death
to a fate meant for me I"
Suffering and vengeance seemed to be the keynotes in
Aeschylus' work. Always above the head of the sinner, the
transgressor of the higher law was a great impending doom.
The sins of the fathers were many times inherited by their
sons -- as in the case of Orestes In the case of Orestes,
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however, his sins are forgiven after a long period of tor-
ment by the furies. The goddess Athena vindicates him,
when she feels that his punishment should continue no longer.
In all the dramas of Aeschylus there is a quick
moving action -- his characters are sometimes supplementary
to the chorus, but in his latter dramas the evidence of ever
strengthening characters seems predominant; especially is
this tri-ie in the "Agamemnon". Aeschylus, hov/ever, never
breaks away from the gods. There is always a controlling
destiny v^orking through and above his characters. Many
times the gods are used as specific characters. This great
dramatist deserves popular acclaim not merely because he was
first in the great art of tragedy writing, but more
emphatically because he did his work comprehensively and
artistically. He sets the stage for all his successors,
most of whom never have been able to compete with him.
Sophocles
.
Some authorities think the reason Aeschylus was in
Sicily when he died was simply to escape humility. A young
man of twenty-three had been awarded first prize at the
great Athenian contest. It is small wonder, then, that the
old veteran prize winner, Aeschylus, should be disturbed.
Whether this was the cause of his journey to Sicily or not
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is a matter of conjecture, but never again did he win the
coveted prize.
The success won by Sophocles's first play is an
indication of the type of life that was his lot. Born at
Golonus, a tov/n about a mile northwest of Athens, in 495
B. G, he v;as destined to live nearly the entire span of the
fifth century. He was born to comparatively rich parents,
so he, like Aeschylus, was not concerned about physical
sustenance. One of the outstanding qua.lities of young
Sophocles was his unusual physical beauty. At the time of
the Greek victory at Salmis (480 B, G,) Sophocles then
seventeen years of age was chosen to lead a group of youths
in the great Athenian celebration. One of the controlling
forces of his life and work came about through this period;
he lived at the very height of Grecian life. They had
reached the apex of superiority. Naturally this v;as radiated
throughout the dramas of Sophocles,
Since Sophocles lived radiantly one would expect
the works of his literary mind to be shaped around the lives
of similar individuals. One of his greatest contributions
is his departure from the traditional ritualistic drama to
the more characterful and less supernatural representation
, "To him the proper study of mankind wasof life
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mani” In spite of this slight departure from tradition he
did remain quite true to the fundamental religious elements
necessary for good G-reek Tragedy.
Every great literary artist is shaped by his own
experiences. It is similarly true of Sophocles. He had
been very much interested in military affairs during his life
therefore he was extremely proud of his own native land.
He "summarized in his life and achievements the dreams and
2
achievements of the Periclean Age". He became so interested
in portraying the grandeur of his own civilization more
especially that which centered about Athens, that he v^as
many times guilty of tempering his dramatic stories with
extraneous allusions to Athenian supremacy. In the "Medea"
he introduced the Athenian character Aegeus at the expense
of his plot. His idealism permeated not merely his charac-
teristic Athenian loyalty, but was presented in very
creative form througji many of his characters. He was not
guilty of debasing the gods; on the contrary he elevated
them by measuring them beside the higher qualities in man.
By introducing a third character Sophocles could
represent the higher qualities of dramatic dialogue.
1. Taylor, J. R.
,
The Story of Drama p. 101.
2. Mantle and Gassner, A Treasury of the Theatre p. 1547.
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Throughout all his plays he is an outstanding artist in
dramatic technique. He seemed to know how to bring his
situations to their truest climaxes, "No one in the whole
history of the theatre has surpassed him as theatric tech-
nician while still compassing great beauty^" As an illus-
tration of his great dramatic ability his "Oedipus the King"
represents better than any other G-reek drama the very acme
of plot, suspense, beauty and horror. This play treats the
life-filled episode of a young, stray boy by the name of
Oedipus who unknowingly kills his father and marries his
own mother. On discovering the secret of his unnecessary
folly, he tears out his own eyes, Oedipus is represented
as being in the cruel hands of fate, the awful destiny,
which is frequently the main thread in Sophocles’s plots,
seems to be carrying its victim onward, yet Oedipus, him-
self, was guilty of killing his own father, Oedipus, it
seems, was a father of his own destiny; didn’t he force the
issue that brought him the news of his own lineage? Was he
not overbearing and egotistical? Sophocles was not, then, a
poet of certain destiny. Oedipus did have some part, how-
ever small, in determining his own fate.
1, Cheney, Sheldon, The Theatre p, 5^
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Sophocles used a very intriguing method of
suspense. This hero poet could lift his audiences to
ethereal heights, and then in a single line could bring
them back to drab reality. Picture Oedipus questioning the
blind prophet Tiresius, who tries to escape telling the
great truth upon which the climax of the play unfolds with
mighty, tragic crash. The prophet holds back as long as it
is humanly possible then cries;
"Thou art thyself the thing uncleanl"
With characteristic style, while the chorus instructs the
audience in pointed intimations as to the terrible deeds
which are being enacted off stage, Jocasta, Oedipus’ mother
commits suicide. The distressed king digs out his eyeballs
"O flesh, horror of fleshl
In God ' s name
,
Take me somewhere far off and
cover me
From sight, or slay, or cast
me to the sea
Where never eye may see me any
more .
"
Brander Matthews says of this play, incidentally of its
author, "Altho there are here in a single plot, parricide
and suicide, horrible crimes linked in an inexorable chain,
so austere is the treatment and so lofty the purpose that
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the play is void of offense".
The play discussed is hut one representation of
the seven extant dramas of Sophocles, Although he probably
wrote more than a hundred, most of them have been lost. It
is enough to say of this outstanding person that true G-reek
Tragedy probably reached its apex in his writing, "Without
scaling the lyric heights of Aeschylus or attempting the
psychological subtleties of Euripides, Sophocles created the
most completely dramatic tragedies of the ancient world,"
Professor Murray summarizes in poetic fashion the method and
work of Sophocles, "His heart and head operated in conjunction.
The result has the outward finish of sculpture in marble;
within, it lives and moves and glows?"
Euripides
,
Legend has recorded that on the day Aeschylus
fought in the battle of Salamis and Sophocles, a boy of
fifteen, led the triumphal victory march, baby Euripides
first saw the light of that historic day in his home on the
island of Salamis, Fact records that some time in the year
480 B, C, Euripides was born. A heavy mist of uncertainty
1. Matthews, Brander, The Development of Drama p, 60.
2, Mantle and Gassner, A Treasury of the Theatre p, 1548,
3* Murray, Gilbert, Ten Greek Plays p, XV.
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clothes the poet-to-be's home life. Waethev he was fortu-
nate enough to choose parents from the 'well-to-do' class
is not certain. He did possess a library and like a later
writer, Ibsen, he served an apprenticeship as an artist.
Later in life he married either one or two women, which may
be the reason he malces the female sex so predominant in his
plays. Only speculation can ascertain the type of home life
Euripides enjoyed, most of his heroines were depicted in a non
too pleasing manner; "Medea, for example, is perhaps the
1
earliest 'woman with a past'". He must have known something
of domestic happiness, however, for the utter beauty and
loyalty of Alcestis's character must have had its foundation
through an experience of meaningful living.
Of the three great tragedy writers Euripides was
the greatest failure in his own age. Out of ninety-five
plays presented in competition only five were given first
prize, ’ffhy? Euripides was somev/hat of a pawn, being thrust
along on the rising tide of Hellenic skepticism, "and so
2
Euripides Humanized drama". Euripides took men where they
were and attempted to present them with all their faults to
the startled public. When the Athenian people recognized
1. Matthews, Brander, The Development of Drama p. 66.
2. Cheney, Sheldon, The Theatre p. 55.
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some of their own vices in the characters presented they re-
volted. The young, however, enjoyed it, but alas for
Euripides I they did not cast the votes. As a humanist
Euripides may not have won great fame in his own day, but he
certainly left a strong impression upon later drama which
has its reverberations in the works of men such as Ibsen,
Strinberg and O'Neill. Euripides was the first of the
moderns; he faced reality as no predecessor had.
"Sophocles idealizes men, Euripides depicts them wrinlcles
ard all; Sophocles is the portrait painter, Euripides is
the photographer^"
Euripides has been debunked. Even in his own time
he was forced to flee to the court of Macedonia where he
died after a year and a half of exile; some say he was
killed by a pack of dogs. After his death he was greatly
honored, except by Aristophanes who was always pointing
scathing remarks in his direction. True drama entered a
new cycle. The chorus was nearly discarded, it might have
been, had it not necessitated such a tremendous revolt in
religious and theatrical technique. "Euripides found the
chorus a useless survival which he did not dare discard out
1. Taylor, J, R., The Story of Drama p. 118
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of respect for tradition, and of which he availed himself
mainly for the display of his own lyric gift^" In spite of
Matthews sometimes discrediting remarks, Euripides did reach
new heights. Old style tragedy may have slipped into a de-
cline but a modern type of psychological study was being
presented on the stage. Euripides presented real problems
and some of his conclusions defy the intellectual scrutiny
of modern psychologists. "His introduction of love, a ter-
rible illicit love, in "Hippolytus"
,
would startle the
Athenian audience because no such human story had ever been
2
acted out before in the theatre," Thus sexual repression
was represented in all its dangers in "Hippolytus" and
further the destructive and demoniac powers of instinct were
represented in scientific clarity throughout his last
tragedy, "^he Bacchae".
Although Euripides lacked the finish of Sophocles,
he did have a distinct contribution to make. His plays,
taken in the general perspective of his entire extant work,
do not show the continued high quality of his two associate
tragedy writers; perhaps because we have more of them. His
technique is not so smooth but his characters come closer to
1. Matthews, Brander, The Development of Drama p. 68.
2. Cheney, Sheldon, The Theatre p. 55*
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those presented for the twentieth century theatre goer. He
was more human and began, as it has been pointed out, with the
individual from the street. His characters were so common-
place but profound that some have not only compared him to
Socrates, but have attributed some of his work to the
ingenuity of Socrates,
Summary of Greek Drama.
Imagine, if you can, a thronging crowd of early-
arising Athenians, augmented by hundreds and hundreds of
people from neighboring towns, hurrying at daybreak to the
theatre of Dionysus. It is the annual event of the cele-
bration called the Dionysia in honor of Dionysus
Eleuthereus, Spring has freshened the morning air on this
third day of celebration. In a short time the theatre is
filled to overflowing. Look at the crowdl There in the
front seat is the Priest to Dionysus; also in a prominent
place at the edge of the orchestra are the Judges, who have
been elected, with due ceremony; all about in decreasing
tiers of seats we are surprised to notice the nobility mixed
with ordinary citizens. Very early the first drama is
announced. After the regular homage and religious rites
have been paid to the great god who sanctions this cele-
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auayaolu tc qonori ai ^joIXbo .'loddB'icf
stxld qc qifi 3riimc0 ©rid Oerisrioyqt 8Bri gni'iqg . 8 £j©o:9j.idijeIS
el ©'xtBsrid ©rid einXd d^crie £ nl . qoXdBocfoXso to ri'iXrid
orid ni ©'xsriT i^:wcTO ©xld dB 3iooJ . 3x1X170 XIt
©
vo od fieXIIt
dxTunxxaoqq, b n.i oa.Le reDDYxro.Iri od dcoX-r^ ©rid ai dBoe dno'xt
ovBd oriv? ^rid ©qjs BordEaiioto ©riJ to ©36© ©rid dx? ©obXo
3XTi ©Behoof) nl dyedB Il£ ;yno ©qeo oub ridiw .i^adooXe -isari
rexfxQ Y.d^rirfcn orid ©oidorr od bealn'mue. ©'xb ©v/ adx se to aqoid
ai B. Bqfe deriJ.t er'd vX'tb© y^toV e<.OJ:iiXo v/X£i'Ji^>Tc lidiTv
eodi'T 31x0X31 la"! fine o^BiTOiri folugoq ©rid riodtA .'"•ooirD'Oxtr'B
-©Xeo GXrid naoidonBa oriw bds Xbo-tr ©ffvd od biBq oori ©v>Kf
brat ion, the plays proceed. Three tragedies by one
dramatist are produced in rapid succession, then as a relief
from the tenacity of rising and falling emotions, a satyr-
drama by the same dramatist is presented. The next morning
the same routine is entered upon. The crowd is overflov/ing
as usual; another writer presents his three plays and a
satyr-drama. The third day a similar program is presented;
the victor is chosen and festivities close.
Notice that in all these great dramatic festivals
religion plays a very important part; in fact the ¥7hole
program revolves around religious worship. All dramasmust
have a certain inspirational content; they must be uplift-
ing, they must all address the gods. The people certainly
must have received a great spiritual uplift from these semi-
annual dramatic experiences. The Greeks show, too, that they
could appreciate the finer things of life. It is easy to
understand why Greece had a very magnificent civilization
when people were being influenced by such presentations.
Sheldon Cheney imaginatively represents the general feeling
of an audience vrfiich has Just witnessed a performance of
"Oedipus the King". "There is something absurdly trivial
I.'1'^
one xiS 9i>'^r:T .bo&couq ey,j?.Ic eri^ .aolJs'tb
'tolle^i 6 2J^ nod^ ^nolas&voua blaa'i ai b^oab'O^a e'tx. ielw^EaiB'Tfc
-'iVufie n sSnoiocrj^’ .BnillcAl Jbns :^nlbl's lo xilOBrTe& e:I^ '•..c
?niiTt .>fn ctxea oxIT . t^^taryaerq. al amse ’'£d‘
.
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^aiwol'l'ievo ai 5wc-'xo srfT ao*/!/ t'f^'rev^r.s a I er ‘jy'yi 6 .'.Ba' o.dd
& bnB ay^lq 90‘tr£vt alrf 8dn:GQ9'iq 'xediTiv ‘YadJoriB ;l£;^eix as
i&ediisao'xq ai mst^o'iq 'tjsIiiTrie b irtidS sci’^ .eaiB'it-
.'o.ioio &ei Jivx.tRe’i £ia£ neeotlo ai ^xodoiv sd*
a-f-Bvida©'! oXdBinsqi? saerid IIb ctI intii qoLSoII.
alofiw odd ^orA ni ^d'xsq jnBd'Xoqmi yptsv b a\iBlg ctol^lLe^
oaumSBmBnb S.1A .qiaertow a^joisdl©-/ r-'-mro-iB eevXov’eq fisBT o'xq
-J-dXIqu &d dexrm '^orld ^Xnednoo l£aoidBT:lqanI nijad-Tso a e-y-ari
T^IrixBdiao olqooq ofi? * 860
^^
ed& aoa^b^ IIs dai;ai ^Oild ,3*'^!
-Iniea oaoxid mo'’ix Jtlx IqiJ lafjdiqXqs JaoTC^ a asvieoe^i svad deuni
’<^orfd da. 'id ^ood ,^?orIa e:j£fJOT:-0 adT . a^orfoXToqxe oldsma'xf) lau^nG
oJ xa£9 ei dl .©liX 'io esnXdd T:@rTl'> arfd edaioo'xqqa CIuoo
ncida.\ .t/ ivXo dnooXIXXTsani q^iev a i)ari ooee*'Xx) yjfJtw bnada-iabius
V
, anoidadnsbeiq dowa fcoor'^^u.C^ni gnXoJ o^ew ©Iqoeq nsdvx
3aiIo©d XB":©(t©3 -jdd aditeas'xqe't x-^evidaniganil qeqsrfO nooXeriX’
'to ^oti-BisdolL'ioq £i Xjsaa^srtdiw dau{, asd rfeirfe/ aonoli>wa rtc do
Xi.XvX'xd gTiXil rsnic a sX oiadT” . “.yiXyi ©dd Buqxl)60’'
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about the things we do when the chorus has finally disap-
peared Cur feelings are very close to the sur-
face, and we ha.ve a tendency to lose sight of the audience
around us in recurring fits of *star gazing*. We are shaken
and yet there is a glow of beauty in our souls, a brooding,
a healing ecstasy. ?/e have been through high grief, have
descended into terror and sorrow, so terrible that all pet-
tiness of life has been stripped away. Nov/ we seem to have
come out on the other side, cleansed. Somehov/ the soul
seems to stand up and take the light naked and glorious^:"
What a test of dramal Seldom in the long history of drama
has there been such a splendor or inspiration. The next
cycle does not present such an entrancing picture.
The Comedy in Greece and Rome.
Aristophanes
•
The source of the comedy is similar to the tragedy
with the exception that there was no distinct religious
function in the comedy. As in the development of the tragedy,
first an assembled group of people went about the market
places singing boisterous songs; then individuals whom we
terra clowns or mimes would step forth and personally enter-
tain the onlookers. As this impromptu type of entertainment
took shape "somewhere their impromptu celebration — or mas-
-cffiOxI: esd ei/^crio arf.? rroilw o£}' aaniii*:^ siii .ti'cx/a
-y.ua srfct oJ' ©aolo s't/? asjriXXeel: luO
oorreiJojJs sdX "io :j‘d^Ia aeoX -Ovt ^onsibneJ' £ a/jufl ev fenn .erjsl
a0-<3ds o'i.B aW . 'rai?' "lo eJ-il afti^r-twoe" ni <iu muo*t«
,3iTii=5co-Td. ° .aXuoti 'ijjo nX lo -wclj r, ai ©ns-dJ cJav 5rrr>
QVfid ri;«Xff riguo-YrlX rco-acf evari sW .yar.d’aoo 2-^XXaer{ a
-+i^q iXs eXcfi^i-ibX oa ^’’/onoa htiB •'xo'j'r&u ojxiX beX^ndoaaX) ]
ovp.ii oi ^eea s\7 woW .ysT/a beqql'X^a ii&oU aa/i ©IIX lo sasnii
Ijjoa ofiJ* yvoxIqjhoS . bop.n^slo ^sXXa ‘lodXo arid- no :}kfO effoo
[gl-- "fKiioi‘iol3 ' bnsi iis?%£in Xd^IX edJ" adsd” tne qu bns fe 6& amoee
I ‘v y-foXald ^nol edi n.t f!iof)X9c lo uaaX b Xarf^r
I Jxei ailT noIJjs'iXqai’iX 'tc 'xo-onelrre b tloiL'a naed ?sd
'u; ^.sijjXoXq 3ni DftJST: Xa© .tb xXoua vtaeaerxq cton aoob sloyo
'
! .ocoH fiuiB ocao'rD ni '^qeioO eciT
. aQiiBriqo.ts.{:‘iA
orlvt oX Tialiciia ai yfeeoico eriX lo oo'ruoB ©dT
Bjjol^li^'i wronxu8l5 on eaw -j'led’} XadX noXXqeoxe odd dJiw
arit lo J-neffiqoXevei) orfX nl eA noiJ:on/il
J’ad-iBC arid ;?i;odB inew ©Igoeq lo quo*i3 X^eXcfiriaaaB rxB dayi-l
9V7 isodvr aljeu/^XvXjbni nori^ {B^nca ax;o‘X€).taiocf snlsnls eecBiq
-T:o-tn9 yXXsnGe'‘£© ; bn.a d^rol qaXs X)Xyov/ aon’fXrn no qnwQlc itrtaJ
XriOHinXB-tnOlffo lo ooy;»j oJ’qmonq/ni aXril aA .anadoolno edX nX.'X
-efi/:: no -- n-. i ^^ncf®l9c t/XqnonqaiX yledJ anodreaioe'’ oqnife dooX
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querade -- came to be called a ’comus' and when the dramatic
element had entered, the name 'comedy' 'comus-ode' or 'revel-
song' was passed on to designate amusing drama for all time^"
Even before the time of Aristophanes, Cratinus and
Eupolis presented political satires or ridiculed a cult. The
supreme representative of the 'Old Comedy', however, was the
great satire writer Aristophanes. He was bom to rather
poor parents in about the year 448 B. G. During his life-
time he wrote about fifty plays, of which eleven are extant.
In his life he took a great delight in upholding the old
traditions so dear to the Greek heart. Although his plays
were on a rather low level, in our twentieth century Judg-
ment, he did contribute greatly in raising the level of the
earlier comedy.
Being a writer of comedy drama it might be thought
that Aristophanes dealt with frivolous subjects; it needs
to be remembered, however, that he was a very determined in-
dividual with very definite ideas of right and wrong.
"Aristophanes was conservative, hating wars, democracy, and
2
’intellectuals'." He did deal with very unique situations in
1. Cheney, Sheldon, The Theatre p, 71
2. Drinkwater, John, The Outline of Literature p, 206
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"The Birds", "The Frogs", and "The Wasps", but he reaches
his highest qualities in "Lysistrata" . "Aristophanes was
fighting in a worthier cause when he launched his shafts at
militarism that resulted in the catastrophic Peloponnesian
War against Sparta^"" The plot in "Lysistrata" is very
interesting and revealing; it centers around the theme
that men are simply overgrown boys and that war is a farce
which wins 'nothing for nobody' and leaves many lamenting
widows and homeless children in its path. The women of
Greece, under the expert leadership of Lysistrata rebel,
p
Lysistrata sows seeas of internationalism when she remarks
to the assembled women "For once then, let the Athenians
end the war, with Corinth at her side and Thebes and Sparta,
Oh, women of Greece stand together. We can forget our
ancient wrongs, the lies they teach the children to make
them hate their brothers".
Because of her advanced and very unpatriotic
views Lysistrata is called before the Senate to answer
for her sedition. In a very sonorous voice the President
of the Senate asks, "Is money the cause of war?"
Lysistrata answers curtly, "It's the cause of all our
1, Mantle and Gassner, A Treasury of the Theatre p, 1473,
2, Ibid p, 1475-1510. Translation by Gilbert Seldes.
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troubles. Politicians, demigods, agitation, all for money."
In a true militaristic reply the honorable Senator says,
"But this is a war of self-defense — to save the city."
Aristophanes did not depart from the usual dramatic
form required by custom, but he did present a vital problem
in a time-enduring method. None of his plays seem to fall
into a distinct type; there are all mamier of plots and
counter plots presented, "The comedy of Aristophanes was a
medley of boisterous comic-opera and of lofty poetry, of
vulgar ballet and a patriotic oratory, of indecent farce
and a pungent political satire, of acrobatic pantomime and
of brilliant literary criticism, of cheap burlesque and a
daring imaginative fantasy^"
Menander,
Although it is assumed that Menander was second
to Aristophanes as a comedy-writer, no very certain data
have been preserved concerning his life or work. All his
complete dramas have been lost; a few fragments remain,
however, and the prominent place bits of his materials
played in the work of the two Roman dramatists, Plautus and
Terence
.
Menander was bom in 3^2 B. C., when Athens fell
under the domination of Macedonia. Politics were excluded
from the theatre; therefore a new type of comedy sprang up
1, Matthews, Brander, The Development of Drama
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through his writing and that of Philemon and Apollodonis.
This *New Comedy* deals v/ith specific characterizations of
individuals in their everyday walks of life. "The plays of
iw'Ienander seem to have been an anti cipation of the mod.ern
1.1
comedy-of-intrigue and the modern comedy-of-manners
.
Menander culminates the dramatic achievements of the Greeks.
No other outstanding dramatists appeared after Menander, out
the plays of this period either in part or in entirety have
had a very distinct influence upon the entire scope of dra-
matic development.
Roman Comedy -- Decline and Decay.
The roots of Roman drama were fed from the soil
of religion, but hardly had they begun to spring into foli-
age when they v;ere torn from their fostering environment and
transplanted into the barren soil of secularism. "Although
there was little connection betvv^een religion and drama at
Rome in any known period, the first introduction of actors
into ,the city occured in 364 B. C. as an attempt to
propitiate the gods who just then v/ere inflicting a pesti-
lence upon the people." It seems that the Romans represented
the god Dionysus in their dramatic performances, but the
goddess Victoria became more outstanding as a patron goddess.
There are only three prominent Roman dramatists.
"Any detailed account of Roman drama must practically be
1. Matthews, Brand er. The Development of Drama p. 93.
2. Cheney, Sheldon, The Theatre p. 79.
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limited to Plautus, Terence and Seneca}" Seneca v/as the
only outstanding writer of tragedy. Kis work is rather
heav3'' and dependent upon G-reek drama for style and mate-
rial. Plautus is prooaoly the best known comedy writer;
about tv;enty of his more than one hundred plays are still
available. He, too, was deeply indebted to the Greeks. In
spite cf this, hov/ever, many of his works were quite origin-
al. "The ' Genoechmi ' was used as model for Shakespeare's
O
'Comedy of Errors'." In his manuscripts we gain an
indication of the coarseness and vulgarity of the current
Roman Drama. The third important dramatist in Rome at this
time was Terence. Less is Imown of him than of Plautus,
but it is certain that he was a slave. Many of his dramas
were so 'heavy' tliat the majority of pleasure-loving Romans
did not enjoy them. As an appraisal of these prominent
comedy writers Katharine Lee Bates remarks "The most cele-
brated of Latin playwrights, riautus and Terence, belonged
to the lowest ranks of society ?"
As drama became separated from the church and
religious rites it began to decline in form, style and
dramatic technique but it increased in vulgarity, trifling
plots and suggestive characterizations. The chorus has
disappeared along with the use of the mask. Women have
1. Taj’^lor, J. R.
,
The Story of Drama p. 193*
2. Cheney, Sheldon, The Theatre p. 8 3*
3. Bates, Katharine Lee, The Enp;llsh Reli,c!:lou3 Drama p. 3*
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been added for the first time as actors and dancers. "For
the first time women have come on to the 'regular' stage as
actors and dancers, and their performance is as like as not
a shameful display and an invitation^"
In G-reece the actor was an honored person, but in
Rome an actor was denied citizenship. Many of the actors
were slaves and sometimes in an attempt to present realistic
performances these slaves would be killed or horribly muti-
lated. The art had become so debased that when the theatre
at Pompeii was constructed a very clever ruse v/as used to
evade the restrictions. "To build it was against the law.
But he erected a tiny temple to Venus at the top of his
auditorium, which technically made the curving rows of seats
merely steps to a shrine -- and the whole v/as dedicated as a
2
temple.'" This misrepresentation depicts the low level of the
Roman Theatre
.
"A dramatic literature is necessarily conditioned
by the audience for which it is intended^" According to
this statement the Roman civilization must have been at low
ebb. The grandeur of the G-reek tragedies was lost in
spectacle. Before the performance of a play, v/hich was al-
v/ays well attended, there would be a long prograim of
spectacular parading; perhaps some captive Christians, or
1. Cheney, Sheldon, The Theatre p. 94.
2. Ibid p. 91
3. Matthew, Brander, The revelopment of L'rama p. 101.
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captives taken in a foreign war, might be led before the
hissing, hov/ling mob. Possibly a king taken by the invading
Roman horde might be humiliated as a preparatory setting for
the drama which followed. Sven the play itself would be
spectacular; hundreds of mules might be driven in to draw
the cart which bore Agamemnon and Cassandra to the brutal
arms of the former’s wife. The stage itself w^as very
elaborate and overdone. The ^.erformance besides being
spectacular would probably be predominantly sensuous. The
poet, Horace, v/as very much disturbed and thoroughly dis-
gusted at the low quality of the audiences and the corres-
pondingly base type of the plays.
At the advent of the Christian era drama had been
completely separated from any high type of religion. There
was still a semblance of sacrifice and worship, but religion
to the ordinary Roman v/as very superficial. Little wonder,
then, that Christian people, and the later historians such
as Tertullian, denounced the theatre, "Blush the Senate 1
Blush all rank si let the very women the destroyers of their
own modesty, shudder at their doings before the light and the
public, and blush this once within the year}" The Christians
became greatly disturbed over the methods used in the
theatres since many from their ranks were tortured in one of
the various methods known to the Romans of that day, before
1. Tertullian, De Spectaculis as quoted in Cheney's
The Theatre p. 13^-

or during, the performance of a play. "As the darkness of
decay falls over Rome, the drama is seen fleeing before the
righteous v/rath of the Church fathers. Indeed, it is the
Church that drives the drama into outer darkness, deservedly
anathematized and despised, before Rome's story is v/holly
done, and it is the Church that will bring back drama as a
preceptor of righteousness, an aid at the altar, when
centuries have passed in penanced"
The drama was born in religious ritual, based on
the worship of the G-od Eionysus. It passed from its
religious beginnings to the less substantial hands of
secular presentation. In poetic form Katharine Lee Bates
drav/s an analogy between the development of drama and the
early life of an English robin. The robin is raised by its
parents until strong enough to strike out for itself. It
soon forgets tlie debt it owes its pax-ents and turns its
shrill voice in cries of defiance. "in like manner the
romantic drama, born of the Church and nourished by the
Church, came in time, as it acquired an independent life and
gradually passed from sacred to secular uses, to incur the
resentful hostility of the parent bird, whose plumage its
mischievous young activity loved to rufflef" For hundreds
of years drama disappeared, except for manuscripts preserved
1. Cheney, Sheldon, The Theatre p. 103
.
2. Bates, Katharine Lee, The English Religious Drama p. 1.
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in the monasteries. The next appearance of the drama is again
in the church where for two or three hundred years it re-
mained.
The Revival of Drama through the Church.
Do lesser historian than Tertullian sets the stage
for a type of drama which was to he horn in the church a
thousand years after his death in his treatise 'Of Public
Thous
' ,
"But what sort of show is that near at hand? the
coming of the Lord, nov/ confessed, now glorious, now tri-
umphant. V/hat is that Joy of Angels? V<h.at glory of the
rising saints? There remain other shows: that last and
eternal day of Judgement the persecutors of the Name of
the Lord, melting amid insulting fires more raging than those
wherewith themselves raged against the Christians; those
wise philosophers, moreover, reddening before their own
disciples, nov/ burning them together." Although this indict-
ment may have served to present Tertullian’ s disrespect for
the present-day theatre, little did he knov/ that in the
Christian Church the exact spectacle he presented in meta-
phorical language v/ould be sponsored by the Christian Church.
As a second indication of the future advent of
drama a certain young Jew by the name of Ezekiel wrote, at
the close of the second century, a Scriptural play. Ke used
as his chief characters "Moses, Sapphora, and GoS". In the
1. As quoted in Cheney, Sheldon, The Theatre o. 136.
2. Bates, Katharine Lee, The En/rlish Religious Drama p. h.

fourth century Apollinarius the Elder, "rewrote the Old
Testament in Homeric hexameters". Bishop Apollinarius, his
son, recast much of the New Testament in the form of Platonic
^
dialogue. A drama entitled "Christ’s Passion" was attributed I
I
to 3t. 3-regory Nazianzen. This play is unique in that it
borrowed from some of the verses in "Prometheus Bound" and
the "Bacchae", With these exceptions, however, drama was
i
completely obliterated for nearly a thousand years.
:
The church, coupled with the natural laws of re-
action, had succeeded in suppressing the drama, but in spite
;
of the foreboding environment the festival spirit was kept
alive. Slowly a sort of folk-play with a touch of the
dramatic became evident at the various festivals of the chujrch.i
These festivals were not unlike the old Dionysian fertility
rites. They usually took place at specific seasons of the
year; in the Spring and Fall. A little wine was tasted, a
group danced around a fire and made their feelings evident
through certain accepted folk-expressions. A great strand, of
secular drama mi^t have been woven from this minute thread
had it not been for a development within the church.
"In the tenth century, or perhaps the ninth,
priests in a Catholic Church conceived the idea of inserting
into the Class a song with the v/ords apportioned to two or
more singers or chanters." This small beginning gradually
1. Bates, Katharine Lee, The English Religious Drama p. 4.
2. Cheney, Sheldon, The Theatre p. 141.
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took on new 'branches until there were specifically read
parts, sung parts, and acted parts. Distinct roles were
given to priests in the performance of the ritual. The
drama had been reborn in the form of 'liturgical drama'.
As in nearly every other form of activity which
survived the 'Dark Ages', drama v/as chiefly stored in the
monasteries or convents. The first play came from an Abbey
in Saxony. A certain nun by the name of Hrosvitha wrote
six comedies patterned after those of Terence. Her plays
V7ere based upon the idea of the glorification of Jesus and
the Passion story. These dramas, coupled with the
'liturgical drama', bring us to another great, but often
criticized, period in the history of the Drama.
The 'liturgical drama' soon began to be so promi-
nent in the worship service that the leaders decided they
must have some sort of stage. At first this was constructed
within the nave of the Cathedral, but a desire for expansion
led them to use the court outside the church for their pre-
sentations. This may have been an unfortunate step, because
now the drama begins to lose some of its significance. The
great Passion story had been furnished a superb and fitting
setting within the Cathedral; outside it lost a part of its
solemnity
.
This transitional period between 'liturgical drama'
and the Jiracle or iiystery plays is represented by the oldest
extant play in French -- "Adam". In this play God is repre-
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sented as coming down from heaven and stepping out on the
stage, which oy this time has oeen constructed outside the
Cathedral, In the simple story of Adam and his experiences
we get the first introduction to the Guild plays of a later
period. Drama in its liturgical form was played in the Holy
of Holies, the Saint Plays were presented in the Nave of the
great Cathedral, but at the introduction of the Passion Plays
the stage was constructed in the open air.
This move to present the great religious dramas in
the court was the beginning of another divorce between church
anc drama. Already, at such seasons of the year as New Years,
the lesser priests would talce part in certain burlesque types
of drama using as their symbol the ass. The great truths,
presented under the guidance of the church, were progressively
debased until there was a necessity to rid God's House of a
desecrating influence, "As the zealous Fathers once spent
three centuries scourging the actors from the stages of Rome,
they nov/ spend three centuries ridding their own House of a
semi-theatric desecration^’"
The Yystery or Miracle Plays.
The growth of the English Miracle Cycles v/as quite
rapid and extensive. These plays soon gained such prominence
that they dwarfed the sacred presentations in the churches.
These plays, although presented under growing complaint from
1 , Cheney, Sheldon, The Theatre p. 151.
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the Church Fathers who prohibited their priests to take part,
were all based upon distinctive topics and were not confled
merely to England. It is represented that a person in France
became so enrapt in his part as the Crucified Christ that he
fainted. "As for G-ermany
,
it is recorded that the play of the
"Foolish Virgins", presented at Eisenach, Easter, 1322, in the
royal park undermined with its horror the reason of the m.ost
distinguished beholder, the Laudgrave Frederic of the Scarred
Cheekl" This semi-civic drama, which v/as presented in the
market places at Christm.as and Easter times, rapidly gained
prominence among the people. "They are not only a primitive
religious drama, born of the church and its feasts; they are
the genuine expression of the town life of the English people
w'hen it was still lived v/ith some exuberance of spirits and
commiunal pleasure?"
Tertullian's indictment of secular drama was revived i
I
within the bounds of the church and semi -secular drama. The '
passion story is represented in its dramatic grandeur. Those i
who transgress the ways of righteousness are throv/n into the
j
jaws of Hellmouthe and are consumed, even as represented by
Tertullian. It is very interesting to notice the manner in [
i'
which the llystery Plays w^ere presented. In England the move-
j
able stage had two levels, the lower representing a dressing
j
1. Bates, Katharine Lee, The Enmllsh Rellmlous Drama p. 36.
2. Ernest i\hys, Everyman and Other Religious Plays p. VII.
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room, and the upper part the a-cting stage. This acting level
might he extended in several sections to represent whatever
sets were required. In the regular stage ample room v/as
given over to the Seat of G-od and to its antithetical compart-
ment, Hellmouthe. The French, stage used a more graphic
representation. Instead of tv/o levels on the stage there
were three; God. alv/ays appeared on top, earth in the center,
and Hellmouthe below. One of the attendants of a Chester
jolay, Archbishop Rogers, v/riting in 159A or 1595 represents
the system in England (m.odernized spelling) :
"Every company had its pageant, or part, which
pageant (wagon) wa.s a high scaffold with tv/o rooms, a higher
and a lower, Uwon four wheels. In the lov/er they appareled
themselves, and in the higher room they played., being all
open on the top, that all beholders might hear and see them.
The place where they played them w^as in every street. They
began first at the Abbey gates, and v;hen the first pageant
T/as played it was wheeled to the high Gross before the mayor,
and so to every street; and so every street had a pageant
before them at one time, till all the pageants for the day
appointed were played; and when one pageant v/as near endedt
word was brought from street to street, that so they might
come in place thereof exceeding orderly, and all the streets
have their pageants before them all at one time playing to-
gether; to see v/hich plays was great resort, and also
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scaffolds and stages made in the streets in those places
where they determined to play their pageants^"
Like the Greeks of old, many of the dramas began as
early as five o'clock in the morning and ran throughout the
entire day and from three to six days thereafter. The people
who took part in these productions v/ere members of certain
guilds: thus the tanners might present "God the Father
Alm.ighty creating and forming the heavens, angels and arch-
angels, Lucifer and the Angels that fell into Hell" as they
did in the York production in 1415; similarly in the "Deluge"
one part of the Chester series the parts v;ere "played respect-
ively by the Water Leaders and Drawers of the river Dee, and
by the Barbers and V/ax Chandlers." Those who were too
ignorant to talie part v/ere assigned to the m.ob scenes. Alto-
gether about half the town would have some part. The expenses
v/ere paid through the separate guilds and from public
collection; heavenly credit being given. It v/as a civic duty
to take part in these productions, "At York, for instance,
the council decreed in 1746: 'That yerely in the tyme of len-
tyn there shall be called afore the maire for the time beying
iiij of the moste connyng discrete and able players within
this Cltie, to serche, here, and examen all the ^jlaiers and
plaies and pagentes thrughoute all artificers belonging to
1. Archbishop Rogers as quoted by Cheney, Sheldon, The
Theatre p. 165*
2. xRhys, Ernest, Everyman and Other Religious Plays p. XV.
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Corpus Xt Plaie. And all suche as they shall fynde
sufficiant in persone and connyng, to the honour of the Gitie
and v/orship of saide Graftes, for to admltte and able: and
all other insufficiant persones, either in vonnyng, voice or
1
. Mpersone to discharge, ammove and avoide.
There are four large Miracle Cycles extant and
I
several smaller ones, including many scattered fragments which
cannot be classified. In the York Plays there v/ere forty-
eight episodes beginning with the creation story anr^ ending
v/ith the Judgement Day. The Towneley or Wakefield Plays ran
through about thirty sections from Creatlo to Suspentio Judae.
The Chester Plays numbered twenty-five. This Cycle began with
the prologue or bane, discussed the fall of Lucifer and
startled the audience V7ith its Doomsday revelations. The
Coventry Plays, as did most of the Cycles, began with the pro-
I
I logue, the creation story and ended like the Chester Plays
with Doomsday.
It is easy to imagine the excitement and spiritual
!
uplift ?/hich must have attended these perf orm.ances, where for
days people would be in the presence of the very G-od Himself.
The Towneley Cycle is in progress. A crier has just pierced
the morning ajr with his exhortation to the people. The
1
j
market place is crowded with children, merchants, beggars,
I
friars and even a few Knights in their shining mail. After
1. Bates, Katharine Lee, The English Religious Drama p. 33-39.
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the shrill tones of the exhortation for peace and brotherli-
ness the crowd become intense with expectancy, the curtains
part, and there in all his splendor sits the Creator. Ke
speaks
"Ego sum Alpha et 0,
I am the first and last also,
Gone G-od in mageste;
j.Iarvelose, of myght most;
Fader, and Sone, and Holy Ghost,
One God in Trinyte . " 1
The Creation is crud.ely enacted. Lucifer takes the seat of
God, while the Almighty proceeds to the upper land. Intoxi-
cated with feelings of grandeur, Lucifer tries to emulate God.
Ke even tries to fly but much to his dismay he falls down
into Kellmouthe taking some of the trusting angels v/ith him.
So the episodes progress; Adam and. Eve are created, v/hile
Cain has a humorous scene with his dunce plowboy v/hich serves
to anticipate the tragic scene with Abel. In the story of
Noah another comedy element is introduced. The ark is con-
structed, Noah asks his wife to preced.e him in entering, since
that seemed the gentlemanly thing to do. The v/ife revolts:
"Be Chris tel not or I see more 2
Though thou stande all daye and stare."
Noah comments upon the stubborn quality of womankind; much to
the enjoyment of like-minded spectators. The story progresses;
Isaac is saved from Abraham's sacrificial 'sworde', .loses
1. viuoted.by Bates, Katharine Lee in The English Rellp-jous
Drama p. 50.
2. ct,uoted by Cheney, Sheldon in The Theatre p. I 6S.
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presents the ten commandments and thus ends the Old Testament
pageantry.
It is nov; time to present the Nev/ Testament
episodes, the birth of Christ, His death and Resurrection.
One important element in the Towneley New Testament pageant,
which was probably presented at the beginning of the third
day, was the immediate appearance of Caesar Augustus. This
bully stepped to the front of the platform and in the most
terrible tones he could command offered to behead anyone v/ho
dared say a word during the performance of the pageant. How
happy some modern actors would be to emulate this monarchl
In the Christmas story a slight, random humor is presented
through the complete unconcern of the shepherds and the antics
of disgruntled Joseph who exhorts all men to refrain from mar-
riage. The life story of Jesus is tenderly told until the
final episode is presented. During the Crucifixion none of
the terrible details are left to the imagination. It is
somev/hat of an emotional relief when the soldiers begin to
gamble for the garments of the Lord, while the crov/d silently
disperses. Katharine Lee Bates describes the final episode;
it is the resurrection portion of the cycle "To the souls on
the right and to the souls on the left their dooms are meted
out, and while the demons seize upon their victims, with scoff
and threat, the saints sing the Te Deum, and the last
pageant -- leaving behind it pale faces and quivering nerves,
rolls out of Wahefield market-square and on from street to

street until the evening falls^"
These plays had their roots deeply set within a
great fountainhead -- the Bible, They may have made many
mistakes in their interpretations; to our more analytical
minds the devil, the angels and other convenient beings
would have a very meagre value. To the people in the Middle
Ages these plays woven, however crudely, around the greatest
of all dramatic subjects did have pov;er. "Allowing for all
crudities of comprehension, still the conception is colossal
So long as light strives against darkness and good against
2
evil, so long will the theme retain its powers,"
These plays presented a dynamic story in a real-
istic way and because of this power they will live in spite
of their weaknesses. They served to set the stage for a
greater, yet lesser, type of drama -- the Romantic Drama.
"They made England a nation of actors, a nation of theatre-
lovers, a nation of deep dramatic cravings, who v/ould be con
tent v/ith no such learned and elegant trifling as amused the
court and university, but cried out for range, for earnest-
ness, for life-?" As an even more pronoLinced survival of the
Miracle Plays v;e have in our day the Passion Play at Ober-
Ammergau. Since the first performance of this type of
Passion Play in 1633 there have been many changes in script,
1. Bates, Katharine Lee, The En”~.lish Relircious Drama p. 8?.
2. Ibid p. 178.
3. Ibid p. 20C.
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music and staging, but the same passionate spirit of the old
Miracle Play survives to thrill and inspire the twentieth
century audience. "V/e may resent the intrusion of the almost
as-crude painted settings that are now introduced; but one
cannot see the production, or talk v/ith ^Inton Lang and his
fellow-actors, without knowing that here is some spirit of
service, a conviction, a devotion -- something very beauti-
ful, something typically mediaeval -- that is lost out of the
rest of the theatres of our times}" The Miracle Plays still
have a contribution to malce to modem dramatic writing and
production.
The Morality Plays.
The Morality Play is not a survival of the Miracle
x^lay, but had an independent beginning probably concurrent
with the latter 'Miracles’. "The very word is like a yawn,"
explains Miss Bates as she attempted to shake some of the
dust from several of these plays. These plays treated in
allegorical form such attributes as love, vice, good deeds,
fear, perseverance, etc. "if we were to quote a dozen defin-
itions of the Morality as compared with the Mystery and
Miracle we should find them all containing the word
"allegory" as distinguishing the Morality from the other
forms of religious drama. Additional characteristics, as
stated by the authorities, are: Employment of abstractions
1. Cheney, Sheldon, The Theatre p. 176.
2. Bates, Katharine Lee, The English Religious Drama p. 201.
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or S3>’mbols or personifications.
One advantage this type of drama possessed was its
greater elasticity, v/hich afforded a v/ider variety of plots,
ilost of these plays, hov/ever, lack one of the fundamentals of
good drama -- conflict between distinct personalities. Ideas
are rampant in all the pages of these unique plays, but they
do not have the necessary qualities that make them actable.
About all the life they possessed came through the usage of
certain characters taken from the Miracle Plays. "Were it
not indeed for the presence of two characters out of the
older drama, the Pevil and Vice, we should find the "Morals"
well-nigh intolerable." One play, "Everyman", redeems the
Moralities. This play has been produced many times in recent
years and seems to have been very popular in the Middle Ages
as several editions were printed. "The Castle of Perseverance
(1425) v/ith its characters World, Lust, and Flesh was prob-
ably the earliest of the "Moralities" and is one of the most
interesting. As a reflection of the scholastic movement the
religious themes began to change in favor of more secular
plays, such as John Redmond's "Wit and Science".
"Everyman" -was probably taken from the Dutch
morality "Elckerli jk" . This play, centering around Every-
man's attempt to find some friend or companion to go to his
death with him, was probably written in the latter part of
1. Taylor, J. R.
,
The Story of Drama p. 350.
2. Cheney, Sheldon, The Theatre p. 172.
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the thirteenth century. The lines in this play show real
understanding of the deeper problems centering about a man's
life and death. God ap.jears on the stage commenting upon the
low status of manl^ind. He is visited by his agent Death who
tells God that he will go dovm to earth and visit every sel-
fish man.
Death meets Everyman and tells him to prepare for
the grave. Everyman is very much disturbed. He has been
living a very self-centered life, not thinking of dying.
Accordingly v/hen the moment arrives he re-echoes Job's cry of
"Why was I ever born". He seeks for companionship in his
venture. Fellov/ship meets him and remarks:
"For he that will say and nothing do
^Is not worthy with good company to go."
This is a noble speech but when he learns Everyman's
destination he declines to attend him.
Kindred and Cousin, like Fellowship, are very will-
ing to keep company with Everyman until they learn it means
death. V.lien Everyman calls upon his material Goods he finds
them trussed in a corner; chained fast in chests. Goods
tell him they are not able to leave this life. Everyman is
very much disappointed and blames his Goods, only to receive
the follov/ing answer:
1 . Mantle and Gassner, A Treasury of the Theatre
p. 1345.
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"Nay, Everyman, I say no.
But for a while was I lent thee,
A season thou hast had me in
prosperity
.
My cjondition it is man’s soul to kill --
If I save one, a thousand I do spill.
Thinkest thou that I will follow thee?
Nay, from this world, not verily." 1
Re turns to G-ood Deeds but they are so hound down with mis-
use that at first they are not effective but they tell him
that as soon as they gain strength they will help him.
V/ith G-ood Deeds as his companion he meets Knov;-
ledge. Confession and Five Wits. A little later they are
joined by Discretion, Strength and Beauty. As they approach
the grave all but Good Deeds desert Everyman; one by one
they make excuses and leave Everyman destitute. Everyman
enters the grave with Good Deeds as his lone companion.
In the epilogue men are exhorted to lead good
lives, and to be ever mindful of the end of their lives that
they may gain a place in the heavenly kingdom.
"And he that hath his account w'hole
and sound
High in heaven he shall be crowned.
Unto which place God bring us all
thither
That we may hie body and soul to-
gether.
Thereto help blessed Trinity.
Amen, say ye, for Saint Charity
Thus endeth this moral play of
Everyman." ^
Shakespeare
.
It would be impossible v/ithln the limits of this
1. Mantle and Gassner, A Treasury of the Theatre p. 13^.
2. Ibid p. 1356.

il
paper to present in detail the history of the next four
hundred years of the Erauia. The period of the Renaissance and
the "Pretty Interlude" which follov/ed do not offer any very
distinct advances in the development of the emerging drama.
In the pastoral plays of the sixteenth century there is a
beauty of form v/hich cast its shadow upon the writing of such
plays as "Twelfth Night" and "A Winter's Tale", The 'Vulgar
Comedy' so prominent in France at this period was mostly a
revision of the earlier works of Plautus and Terence, In
Spain a romantic type of drama was being presentee* in increas-
ing prominence. In spite of these instances of dramatic
entertainment the theatre, especially in England, had not
become very prominent in the lives of the people. The old
Miracle and Morality plays had about disappeared, except for
a few strolling bands. "When Elizabeth became Q,ueen (1556)
London had not one theatre. Amateur dramatic performances
were still more important than the professional^" In this
vacuum a very insignificant (so it seemed) development took
place. Queen Elizabeth became interested in drama because it
gave her a chance to put on a greater display of grandeur.
In spite of the attack of the Puritans, v/ho were already
eradicating the last relics of the Miracle and Morality Plays,
the greatest era in dramatic history (with exception of the
G-reeks) is about to be born.
1 Cheney, Sheldon, The Theatre p. 26
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Preceding Shakespeare were several dramatic vehicles
of note: "G-orboduc” v/ritten by Thomas Sackville and Thomas
Morton, "Ralph Roister Doister" by Nicholas Udall, Thomas
Lodge's "Rosalynde", which laid the ground plot for the later
"As You Like It". The premier curtain raiser, who cleared the
way for a greater person, was Christopher Yarlowe. This
tragic person, who lost his life at the age of tv/enty-nine
,
was born in the same year as Shakespeare and might have
equalled the latter’s genius had he lived longer. His
greatest v/orks were: "The Tragical History of Dr. Faustus",
"The Jew of ialta", and "Edv/ard II". The theatres to which
these productions were attuned were usually v/ithin Innyards
or the Courtyard of some Noble. All plays were written to
serve a double purpose; to please the common individual and
to entertain the courtiers, or the Queen.
Shakespeare was born in the quaint village of
Stratford-upon-Avon in the year 1588. This butcher’s son
married Ann Hathav/ay, who v/as eight years his senior and who
never furnished the ideal home life for the budding artist.
Early in life young v/'illiara v/ent to London where he found
employment as "play-tinker to Burbage’s company, and soon an
1
..
actor . His literary activity began as a play-doctor. His
ability to revamp the 'pieces' to be presented at various
theaters aroused jealousy among the older play writers.
An appraisal of this genius can be gained \vhen it
1, Cheney, Sheldon, The Theatre p. 273.
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is remembered that the conditions of stage and the staging of
plays v/ere in a low state of development. There were no great
revolving stages in that period. The set was very simple and
most of the performances were in the daylight, thus making
'trick' lighting quite impossible. The female parts were
taken by males, yet the great problems of sexual adjustment,
of maladjustment were presented. So great v;ere his plays
that one author, IJlr
.
Cheney, claims, "there are hardly a
half dozen of the thirty- seven that we would willingly omit
from any compilation of the world’s best half-hundred
dramas .
The plays of Shal^;espeare are still being played
throughout the world. There are better stages in these days,
more and varied effects may be gained, but in many cases the
production of Shakespeare’s plays for the general public are
like "throwing pearls to swine". The very type of literature
presented in his plays explains the people who witnessed the
premieres. "Shakespeare was living in a v/orld which ideal-
ized self-realization, self-respect, and boldness of thought
and action." The plays of this genius helped to make the age
as well as being made by it. He lifts dramatic presentations
to a nev/ high. Shakespeare wrote dramas for all tim.es.
The works v/hich came from his pen are so varied that
even the enumeration \;ould take considerable time. Like most
1. Cheney, Sheldon, The Theatre p. 274.
2. Lantle aid 3-assner, A Treasury of the Theatre p. I 267 .
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of the other great dramatic productions, these came from the
pen of one who grew up in the theatre. Ke knew its parlance,
and the necessary qualities for good drama. Ke represents
Hamlet as saying:
"Speak the speech, I pray you, as I
pronounce it to you, trippingly on
the tongue: but if you mouth it, as
many of your players do, I had as
lief the to\m crier spoke my lines.
Nor do not saw the air too much with
your hand, thus; 1"
Shaliespeare made use of a great source of good
writing, previous masterpieces. Not only did he gather
material from other dramatists, especia.lly the G-reeks, but be
made use of much that was current. He re-wrote the pastoral
spirit into his plays. He used the plots of a Marlowe and
Kyd . Above all he used the life-situations that were current
in the history of his or slightly previous days. Many of his
characters v/ere kings, and his scenes were from the Court to
be played, for Court circles. His ability to take these
situations and make themi live for all time was an almost
miraculous achievement. One of his ways of doing this was
through self- revealing speeches and soliloquies which reveal
the inner soul of his characters. Imagine the tremendous
effect upon the audience v/hen Hamlet repeated those lines
known by nearly every school child:
"To be, or not to be: that is the
question
:
1. Shakespeare, "Hamlet" Act III Scene II
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V.Tiether 'tis nobler in the mind to
suffer
;
The slings and arrov/s of outrageous :
fortune, i
Or to take arms against a sea of
|
troubles, i
And by opposing end them. To die: to
;
sleep; ‘
No more; and by a sleep to say we end
j
The heart -ache, and. the thousand natural '
shocks i
That flesh is heir to, 'tis a consum- !
mat ion
Devoutly to be wished."
|
Where in all literature is man painted colder and I
with less spiritual significance than in Macbeth's echo?
"To-morrow, and to-morrow, and to-
|
morrov/,
j
Creeps in this petty pace from day to i
day,
I
To the last syllable of recorded time; '
And all our yesterdays have lighted '
fools
The way to dusty deathf"
To show the ability of this artist to present
:
varying situations, especially those having great spiritual
value, let us allow the v/ronged Prospero to spealc to his
spirit servant Ariel; i
"Hast thou, which art but air, a touch,
a feeling
For their afflictions? And shall not
myself.
One of their kind, that relish all as
sharply
,
Passion as they, be kindlier mov'd than
thou art?
Though with their high wrongs I am
strook to the quick
Yet, with my nobler reason gainst my
fury
1. Shakespeare "Hamlet" Act III Scene I.
2. Shake s^.e are "Macbeth" Act II Scene V.

Do I take part: the rarer action is
In virtue than in vengeance: they
being penitent
The soul drift of my purpose doth ex-
tend
^Not a frovm further;"
There is little doubt that the genius of Shakes-
peare greatly aided in changing the course of drama. Ke
reached a new high in character presentation. Theatres be-
gan to thJTive again. A new spirit of vital, uplifting drama
had shown the people of the v/orld the possibilities of
learning great lessons from the presentations of such tre-
mendous dramas as Shakespeare was writing. It is seldom
possible in dramatic history, or any other phase in history,
to remain too long on a rising tide; a reaction alv/ays sets
in to reverse the progressive movement; in this instance it
was a sect known as the Puritans.
Suppression -- the Puritans.
The small birds have grow^n to the 'saucy' age
again and are turning upon their parents. During the six-
teenth and seventeenth centuries the theatre was anathema in
the eyes of many pious people. In many cases their
criticisms may have been justified, yet even Shakespeare's
plays received harsh treatment as well as poorer represen-
tations. As an introduction to the Puritanical attitude
towards the theatre the followfing are but a few of the
charges flung from the pulpit: "emptying the churches, per-
1. Shakespeare, "The Tempest" Chapter V Scene I
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petuating pagan custom, distorting truth, showing forth
profane, seditious, and bav/dy stories, teaching knavery and
lechery, causing G-od to visit the plague on London, leading
youths into idleness and extravaga,nce
,
affording meeting-
place for harlots and customers, a-iding the pope, corrupting
maidens and chaste v/ives, undermining fortitude and serious-
1
..
ness
,
et
. ,
etc
.
One of the commentators on the theatre in the year
1577 wrote: "It hath striker such a blind zeal into the
hearts of the people, that they sham.e not to say, and affirm
openly, that plays are as good as sermons, and that they
learn as much or more at a play, than they do at G-od*s word
preacbed Many can tarry at a vain play two or
three hours, v^hereas they will not abide scarce one hour at
2m
a sermon.
Like Tertullian in the second century, Northbrooke
little realized that he v/as setting the stage for the emerg-
ing drama. This vitriolic critic in the sixteenth century
presented in his adverse criticism the power of the drama,
and its qualities which make it a vital vehicle for present-
ing the great truths of the Christian message. Although his
criticism may serve our purposes in the tv/entieth century
they, with many similar ones, drove drama under cover. As a
result of the disfavor with v/hich the Puritans viewed the
1. Cheney, Sheldon, The Theatre p. 285*
2. John Northbrooke as quoted by Sheldon Cheney The Theatre
p. 286 .
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drama all theatres w'ere closed in 1642.
It was many years before drama became a powerful
influence again. From past history we might expect drama to
be fostered by the church; on the contrary the new develop-
ments appear in Court circles. The church during the six-
teenth century was so effective in its program of suppression
that never again, until within quite recent years, has drama
been accepted by the church.
Survey of Modern Drama.
The development of drama from the beginning of the
seventeenth century to the present day offers such a host of
writers that it is impossible to present all of them. The
high points v/ill be rapidly sketched in order that a back-
ground may be furnished for future evaluations. The next
advancement opens the way for our modern types of drama, but
it is interesting to notice, that there is still a distinct
reference to earlier types of drama, more especially to the
G-reeks
.
In France Corneille wrote "Le Cid", which brought
a stirring revival to the French stage. Racine, one of the
greatest dramatists of all times, chooses for his great
world drama a Greek title, "rhedra". This is one of the
best plays of the century, presenting a delightful plot and
a pov/erful character part in the person of "Phedre”. Both
Corneille and Racine wrote for an educated audience; not
until Moliere was drama treated in such a way that the
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general public could appreciate it. This does not mean that
the comedies of Moliere were of a poorer quality than the
plays of his two precursors, but they v/ere written in such a
delightful vein that they commanded popular attention. Som.e
classify such comedies a^s "Le Misanthrope" and "Tartuffe" as
supreme among v/orld comedies.
In Germany several great personages appeared who
were to shake literary history in their own age and ours.
Three men are outstanding: Lessing, Goethe and Schiller.
Because of his supreme achievement in v/riting "Faust" Part I
and II Goethe is easily supreme. Throughout this great drama
a distinct problem and conflict exists between Faust and
Mephistopheles . The poet touches the legend with such
genius that he is represented as being on an equal plane with
the Greek writers and Shakespeare.
The theatre itself has now come to the place where
more varied types of plays can be presented. Many
techniques have been invented. '.Ve are entering the period
of elaborate staging, professional patronage, and famous
actors. In this period of development Oliver Goldsmith wrote
"She Stoops to Conquer", Shelley wrote "The Genci", little
development, however, in distinctive drama became evident
until Hendrik Ibsen is swept into prominence upon a great
wave of Realism.
Ibsen v/as born in a small Norv/egian tov/n in 1826.
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Early in life Ibsen's father was forced into poverty. Young
Ibsen naturally wished to make a success of his life so he
served as an apothecary's assistant, then went into voluntary
exile for nearly a quarter of a century. It v/as during this
exile that he wrote his best plays. He first discussed
numerous mental and character questions (in "Brand" for in-
stance) then he branched out to strike deep into the heart of
social questions. He succeeded in defying conventions in
such plays as "A Doll's House", "G-hosts", and "An Enemy of
the People". Because of his innovations and analytical
acumen he was severely criticized. "As late as 1913 Ibsen
was still being accused by our ov/n William Winter of 'mental
astigmatism', 'purblind censoriousness, gross falsehood, and
ignominious censure In spite of this criticism Hendrik
Ibsen lives in the drama of to-day. Every year several of
his plays stir the theatre-goer on Broadway to a deeper
appreciation of drama and the many difficult problems pre-
sented.
Taking a wide survey of Continental Drama such out-
standing figures as 3-erhart Hauptmann in Germany and Maxim
Gorky and Anton Ghekov in Russia do some very important
writing. These men in offering to the world such plays as
"The V/eavers", "The Lower Depths" and "The Cherry Orchard"
will never be forgotten. They attempt to depart somewhat
1 . Mantle and Gassner, A Treasury of the Theatre p. 832.
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from the Realism of Ibsen, presenting their problems with a
little more of the seventeenth century romance.
The dramatists within the scope of the later nine-
teenth and early twentieth centuries present so many varied
types of plays that it is quite impossible to enumerate all
of them. For instance, there is the delightful romantic
tragi-comedy "Cyrano Ee Bergerac" by Edmond Rostand, and the
morbid horror in "Mourning Becomes Slectra" from the pen of
Eugene O'Neill. In England, itself, we find the satirist
G-eorge Bernard Shaw with his "Candida", J. M. Barrie author
of such fantastic 'pieces' as "Peter Pan", "A Kiss for
Cinderella" and many others. To temper these divergent
v/riters Charles Rann Kenedy has contributed one of the great-
est religious Christo-centric plays of all times, "The Servant
in the House", while the poet laureate of England offers "The
Coming of Christ".
America has been fortunate in having as its
premiere dramatist the very able Eugene O'Neill. The plays
he has written may not live for all time but they serve to
give Impetus to many new developments in the theatre. Rapid-
ly gaining prominence Maxv/ell Anderson has attempted, quite
successfully, to capture the not too ancient art of v;riting
plays in Verse. Besides the two mentioned there are many
other writers gaining recognition such as: Philip Barry, Sid-
ney Howard, Marc Connelly, Owen Davis and George S. Kaufman.
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|i
A few years ago the cry was raised that drama must
give way to the cinema. In the light of this three thousand
year survey it seems quite certain that there must be a much
stronger competitor developed during the next century than
the screen presentations now offer. In these days of
scientific discovery, of ironic discussion, any art must find
a discouraging setting. This survey leads me to agree with
! Cheney when he comments: "To-day we believe that we are at
i
I
the crest of another flood- tide of advancing human spirit.
I
We have pulled up out of the delusion that democracy w'ould
I
j
lead us down effortless into the promised land: we knov/ that
any vision of sharing the advantage of life, material,
spiritual or artistic, is futile; that freedom and beauty in
life will come only when the individual man climbs up to
i
fineness, not when advantages are levelled down. Science is
I
on the back- track; from believing that everything, even to
the soul, could be analysed down to a final material truth,
it turns eyes upward and outward, knowing now that there are
spirits and forces and broader causes that were entirely lost
I
sight of in the first rush at microscopic truth -- that the
artists, for instance, deal in a commodity unexplainable by
any scientific formula}" If a knowledge of dramatic history
can help to bring one to such a conclusion there must be some
power in the great masterpieces which we may read or witness
at any time.
1. Cheney, Sheldon, The Theatre p. 529-530.
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CHAPTER III
i^ELIGIOUS DRAIiA
1
,
Y/hat is a Religious Drama?
i
I The survey of the history of drama shows conclus-
ively that drama and religion have been closely related
through the centuries. In Greece the religious influence of
the theatre was tremendous; in the Middle Ages the Church
,
found drama a very effective way of presenting Christian truth.
Y.'ith the assuring testimony of history behind us it is quite
I
scientific to speculate upon the present day developments of
|
drama, especially what is specifically known as religious
drama. Our survey allows us to be optimistic concerning the
place of the ’histrionic art' in modern ‘life. "For the first
j
time in centuries the theatre is being imagined with at once
I
an old unity and a new splendor. I hope that a consideration
of its history in entirety has afforded you faith to believe,
|
!
with me, in the inevitability of its return to health, full
I
!
beauty, and creativeness; and that you may believe as I do,
that of all the arts it is the one best able to compass the ,
i
vast truths, the ritualistic splendors, the precise per-
fections, the human-divine intimacy, of the age that is being
bornV'
The majesty of the centuries causes us to pause when
j
we consider the present-day popular conception of a religious 'j
1. Cheney, Sheldon, The Theatre p. 5-^1. I'
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drama. People are just beginning to develop the correct con-
ception of religious drama, since we are just at the mid-
point of a tremendous v/ave v/hich drove drama from the Church
in the sixteenth century and only in recent years is begin-
ning to sweep the great dramatic art back into the Church.
So to-day people are still skeptical. Religious drama to
many consists of numerous anomalies.
The University of Chicago Theological Seminary
under the guidance of Professor Fred Eastman has been a
leader during the past fifteen years in reviving the true
religious drama. In defining religious drama Professor
Eastman says: "A religious drama is one which has a re-
ligious effect upon an audience. That is, it sends the
audience away exalted in spirit, deepened in its sense of
fellovfship v/ith Cod and man, and enriched in its understand-
ing of the spiritual forces which struggle in men's souls^"
This definition is necessarily broad. It encompasses not
merely the ordinary specially designated religious dramas,
but includes all the world's great dramas from the
"Agamemnon" to "Days Without End". The definition is not
broad enough, hov/ever, to cover preachy plays, propaganda
plays and sentimental Bible stories poorly presented.
Since the Chicago School represents the jest in
present-day religious drama it is well that their qualifi-
1. Eastman, Fred, Modern Religious Drama, p. V.

cations be recorded. It may be noticed that the qualifi-
cations of good religious dramas are just as true for good
secular drama. In a report blank for analysis of religious
drama used in Professor Fred Eastman’s courses twelve
questions are asked concerning the dramatic qualities of any
play studied:
"D Does it reach the emotions?
2) Do the characters seem real and v/orth knowing?
3) Is the conflict adequate?
4) Does the conflict rise to a climax?
5) Does the conflict reveal a struggle common to
the experience or observation of the audience?
6) Is the suspense maintained?
7) Do the characters have to make important
choices?
8) Is the theme clear and worth while?
9) Is the solution convincing?
10) Is the dialogue concise, or is it wordy?
11) Does the play have a well-knit episodic
structure?
12)
1„
Is the mood one of fantasy or realism?
Following this list of questions that any good play must ful-
fill there are tv/o religious questions asked v/hich are of
supreme importance in considering any religious play:
"l. Will it have a religious effect upon the
audience?
1. Eastman, Fred, ’Report Sheet Used in Chicago University
Theological School’.

2. Will it have a religious effect upon the
actors?
In distinctly religious drama presented under the auspices of
;
the Church the last question is more important than the first,
in professional drama the audience is always the major con-
sideration, religious drama is more interested in building up
|
j,
the characters of the actual participants. Naturally, if the I'
players themselves receive benefit from their characterizat-
ions the audience will likewise be helped. Religious drama is ‘
i
broad in scope and should be as broad in its effect upon the '
lives of men and women; it should help them to meet life '
with a new' and inspired zeal as it did and has done through
the centuries. "To-day as in ancient Greece and medieval ^
England, we v/hose chief interest is religion -- and especial-
,
ly a religion of power v/hich challenges men's consciences,
and brings aid to them in their spiritual struggles — are
;
turning quite naturally to drama. For the essence of drama
is struggle."
Modem Reli gio us Drama
.
I
It takes people many years to become adjusted to
I
the great movements of history. Drama did not disappear from
the Church for all time during the persecution by the L
il
Puritans, it is now regaining its pov/er to meet v/ith new !,
;i
1. Eastman, Fred, 'Report Sheet Used in Chicago University
Theological School'.
2. Eastman, Fred, Modern Religious Drama p. VII.

II
situations and in spite of the slowness with which the Ghurchesj
move it v/ill some day he a pov/erful leavening force which will
revive a waning Church. I'ean Inge has alrea^dy been quoted in
his statement of the new prophet; it is well, then, to have
the opinion of another great leader in progressive religious
thought, Harry Emerson Fosdick. "The Church", says Ir. Fos-
,1
dick, "has been altogether too content to preach to its
|
I
select coterie, v/hile the drama, silent and spoken, has been ,1
alluring the imaginations and stirring the emotions and fram-
|j
ing the ideals of multitudes of our citizens. It used to be
thought that it was wrong for a Christian to go to the
theatre. I would almost say that it is v/rong for a
Christian not to go to the theatre. I mean, we are bound to I!
have drama . A Christian ought to vote for good drama, and ll
H
the only way we can vote for good drama is to support it^"
This statement is somewhat antithetical to those quoted from
!l
preachers in the seventeenth century; nevertheless it mirrors
i
I
the approaching status of religious drama.
!!
There have been many attempts to keep on the crest
|
of this rising tide of religious drama. In a questionnaire
j
I
sent out to one hundred institutions of learning in United
|
States and Canada, Leora Weimar has this to report, "We
found that tw’enty-one seminaries out of the fifty- three that
1. Fosdick, Harry i^merson as quoted by Marcus L. Each
"Chancel Drama", Church Management Feb. 1936 p. 231.
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answered the questionnaire are offering drama courses. Al-
most three- fourths (71%) of those schools have had drama
courses no longer than three years}" This study was conducted
in 1928, but it serves as an indication of the progress which
is oeing made in this field. At the University of Chicago
Theological Seminary there are four distinct courses taught in
Religious Drama; 1. "The Foundational Course" which consists
of a study of world drama from the Greeks to the Moderns, 2.
"Play Production" dealing with actual staging, acting and dir-
ecting of one-act plays, 3. "Playwriting" allowing students to
become creative, a successful experiment which has given us
two very fine missionary plays, "Ba Thane" and "The Color
Line", 4. "Pageant Construction" another creative course of
distinct importance.
iill the work in religious drama done in this school
is based upon the principles advocated in this thesis. There
is an attempt to meet the needs of the present-day industri-
alized and scientific civilization through the medium of art.
"if salvation means anything for the present day, it means
saving the creative and aesthetic in us from being crushed to
2death under our machines." Only by training ministers and
leaders for this task is it possible to bring this satisfying
pov/er into the life of the churches they serve. Were all
1. Weimar, Leora as quoted by Macgov/an, Kenneth, Footlip:hts
Across America p . 366
.
2. Eastman, Fred ’The Courses in Religious Drama in Chicago
Theological Seminary' p. 3.
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schools so prophetically mincled the onrush of this great vehi-
cle for spiritual development would he quickened.
The demand has been so great for available dramas
that Marcus L. Each, Professor at Iowa State University,
started what is known as the G-uild of Ins,:irational Erama. It
is the program of this organization to send its subscribers
ten one- act plays a year. These plays are all written by
Professor Bach and are given free to member churches who have
paid their nominal fee of three dollars a year. This is a
step in the right direction, but no one man can possibly write
ten dramas a year suitable for general, inspirational pre-
sentation. Some of his plays such as "The Coming of Light"
or "The Tree of Elbian" are interesting and well written, yet
they do not reach the high standards of truly good religious
drama. The outstanding thing about the Guild is its purpose;
that is, to make a program of drama possible for a large num-
ber of churches. It has taken a step in the right direction.
The progress of religious drama in the churches has
been charted from year to year by Professor Fred Eastman and
his classes at the University of Chicago Theological School.
The results of the 1935 survey are very revealing. A question-
naire blank was sent to 1400 Protestant Churches in "six
typical areas of the United States: Nev; England, Middle
Atlantic, Midwest, South, Mountain, and Pacific^"
1. Eastman, Fred "Religious Drama in United States"
The Christian Century Jan. 22, 1936, p. 143.
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Replies were received from 451 Churches. From this group 411,
or 91 per cent produced 1518 plays during the year. There
were only 40 Churches reporting no dramatic presentations. In
t
1930 a similar study disclosed that only 70 per cent of the
|i
Churches ansv;ering presented dramas. In the list reporting in h
1935 the follov/ing age groups presented the plays:
j|
"Adults presented 37 per cent. jj
Young people, 25 per cent. ji
rhildren, 17 per cent.
Mixed groups, 21 per cent." |i
Most of the plays were presented during the evening service,
some at missionary meetings and others at the mid-week _.rayer
service. As would he expected 50 per cent of the plays were
offered during the Christmas Season, v/ith 37 per cent at
i
Easter.
!
It is interesting to notice the reasons for present-
I
ing these plays; it is really quite encouraging to find "that 1
50 per cent checked ’for the inspiration of the congregation',
[
25 per cent ’for the education of the players’, 20 per cent
|
2 ' i
’to raise money’, 5 per cent ’for entertainment’." This il-
I
Dustrates the way drama is being used by the Churches, they
are keeping av/ay from the professional game of money mailing
as much as possible and are attempting to educate their
players through the drama presented.
The type of plays presented are quite varied which
1. Eastman, Fred "Religious Drama in United States" The
Christian Century Jan. 22, 1936, p. 143.
2. Ibid
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is to be expected. "Twenty-eight per cent were biblical,
47 per cent non-biblical but religious, and 25 per cent non-
religious (In 1930 36 per cent were biblical, 48 per cent non-
biblical, and 16 per cent non-religious). The churches named
410 separate titles, not including 70 'originals’, 20 ’mis-
sionary plays’, and 30 classified as ’light comedies’^'"
The facts presented, aoove shov/ a steady development,
'out in many cases the drama is still of low quality. Some-
times the church attempts to present a good drama like "Why
the Chimes Rang" but because of poor staging and directing the
v/hole power of the 'piece' is lacking. The stage need not be
elaborate, the lighting need not be manipulated expertly, but
unless the possibilities are used to their utmost the pre-
sentation may do more harm than good.
Rev. Lee A. Howe Jr.
,
Pastor of the First Baptist
Church in Puloski, New York, wrote a personal testimony con-
cerning his experience in religious drama. "Last Easter v/e
presented ’The Terrible ileek’ in our local church, and, by re-
quest, in two other churches in other towns. The characters
in that play met again subsequently and decided that the drama
was one of the best possible methods of presenting religionf"
Because of the success of this play a Religious Drama Guild
was formed. The success has been instantaneous; eig)it plays
L. Eastman, Fred "Religious Drama in United States"
The Christian Century January 22, 1936 p. 143.
2. Howe, Lee A., An Experiment in Religious Drama.
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were scheduled; v;hen the "Dust of the Road" was presented the
weather was helow zero, yet over tv;o hundred people were
present for the performance. This is merely one instance in
which drama has been used very effectively in a church program.
Representative Religious Dramas.
There are so many varying types of religious dramas
that it is difficult to choose three representative ones for
ii
analysis. The three which will be discussed are quite varied
in type; "The Valiant", "Dust of the Road", and "El Cristo".
Any church program v/ould be greatly augmented by presenting
any one of these plays; they are all sufficiently dramatic to
hold the attention of an audience and inspirational enough to
make them illuminating and uplifting.
!
"The Valiant" is very simply staged. The set con-
sists merely of the Warden's office in the States Prison at
^
Vvethersfield. With a little originality the set could be con-
|
I
structed in the Chancel of most churches. The cast, consist-
j
i
ing of five male parts and one woman's part, is small enough i
to make it easily chosen. The royalty fee might cause some
churches to despair, but most of them could raise enough money
to meet all expenses.
James Dyke has been convicted of murder and is to be
^
executed that night. The Warden and the Priest are discussing
j
the strange way the prisoner acted during the trial. They are
I
certain he is holding something back; that he is attempting i
to shield someone of whom they knov/ nothing. They decide to '
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bring the prisoner into the office that he may spend his last
few hours in more comfort.
When Dyke, the prisoner, arrives he is very unwill-
ing to talk about himself. The phone rings; the G-overnor
says he is sending a girl, who thinks she mii^t be the con-
demned man's sister, to interview the prisoner. The girl
arrives feeling certain she will know her brother whom she has
not seen for eight years. He used to repeat passages from
"Romeo and Juliet" to her and if he recognizes these passages
his identity will be evident.
The two meet. Dyke is very sullen at first, nor
does he change his expression when the girl quotes;
"G-ood-night
,
good-night, parting is such
sv/eet sorrow
That I shall say good-night 'till it be
morrow"
He tells her that he knew her brother, but that her brother
was killed in action four years ago while in France. This
seems to satisfy the girl; she leaves the prisoner who stares
after her repeating tenderly;
"Sleep dwell upon thine eyes, peace in
thy breast;
Would I were sleep and peace, so sweet
to rest.
Gov/ards die many times before their
death;
The valiant never taste of death but
once.
The Warden and Hriest who have overheard this conversation
learn the secret of his identity. He is led to the door

v/hich V'/ill enter the passage leading to the death chamber. The
play ends very dramatically with an antiphoral refrain;
"Father Daly
:
Dyke
'I will lift up mine eyes unto the hills--'
'The valiant never taste d.eath but once.'
Father Daly: 'From whence cometh my help.'
Dyke :
Father Daly
Dyke
'The valiant never taste death but once.
'
'My help cometh from the Lord which made
Heaven and earth.
'
'The valiant never taste death -- but
once
. '
"
They disappear through the door.
Y/hen played v^ell this one-act play should cause the
people in the audience to see life with new courage. It is
art at its best. One, even reading the play, finds himself
living with the Valiant. The effect would be multiplied, of
course, with anyone privileged to play this part.
The "Dust of the Road" has a more strictly religious
tone, although it does not actually represent a biblical story
This is a Christmas play, all the action being presented on the
eve before Christmas. It is a simple play to stage, merely one
scene through the entire act. No intricate stage devices are
necessary.
I
Prudence Steele's uncle gropes his way to the door
i in order to open the house for a stranger viho is without. Mrs.
i
Steele v/ill not allow the man in the house, even though the
old uncle says the traveler is v;ounded in hands and feet. The
old man goes up to his room while Prudence sits in quiet sat-
isfaction before the fire.
The door opens, a man whom she thinks to be her

husband enters. It is a tramp. He tries to gain her sympa-
thy, but she will not hear the things he has to say. The
tramp demonstrates that he is not poor; he has thirty pieces
of silver, coined in the Roman liint at Jerusalem, in his
pocket. He tells the v/oman that the beggar who appeared at
the door earlier in the evening would not take money and that
once upon a time he had betrayed that person and was being
punished terribly for it.
The husband arrives home. Prudence goes to bed and
the tramp appears to Peter, the husband. The tramp reveals to
this man that he knows hov; he is betraying a friend for thirty
pieces of money and exhorts Peter to repentance. Judas, the
tramp, tells Peter that if he keeps the money:
"You'll walk the sunshiny roads and
have only the dust of them in your
throat. You'll see little lakes ly-
ing in the bosom of the hills, like
purple wine in cups of green jade,
and have only the pain of daylight
in your eyes. You'll lie down to
sleep v/ith the crystal stars blink-
ing at you, and have only the empty
blackness of nigjit in your heart.
I know hov/ it will be with you, Peter
Steele .
"
This causes Peter to repent. His wife comes to
find out why he has not gone to his bed. Peter tells her
that he has decided to give back the money which has been en-
trusted to him. She is glad; upstairs she, too, has been
thinking about her own selfishness. The whole world seems
brighter than it has for years. A great weight has been
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lifted from their hearts.
This is a very unique play. Even in hringing in
Judas the reaction one gets is not unpleasant. It not only
gives a person a better understanding of the problems of sel-
fishness, it also helps him to forgive Judas, to pity him for
the great burden he is carrying. In almost every congregation
there v/ould be certain definite situations which might be
rectified through v/itnessing this play properly presented.
"El Cristo" is more difficult to stage, but it, too,
offers a d.efinite problem v/hich is dramatically solved. The
story is woven about a mystic offshoot of the Gatholic Church
by the name of "Los Penitents". This cult was brought into
Mexico by some Franciscan friars from its home soil, Spain.
Transplanted, this hitherto religious ceremony became
relegated to the debased vagary we find it in this play. The
order used the ’whip and the cross as instruments of penance.
Every Easter some person would be chosen from the younger
members of the group to be sacrificed on the cross. It v^ras a
painful ordeal, but the person who was chosen became a hero
and gained power among the people.
Jose had been chosen to represent the sect on the
Gross. The play opens with a prayer. Jose is purifying him-
self for the ordeal v/hich is to take place v/ithin a short
time. The "Sl Gristo" was supposedly chosen by God, but for
years it had been in the Valdez family. Jose v/as the last to
represent the immediate family.
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Jose is so young that he hardly realizes what the
ordeal is about so he disturbs others by asking questions. Ke
I wishes to knov; v/hether it will hurt: he does not see v/hy he
1
I needs to pray so much. In spite of this he is very proud to
be El Gristo; he wishes his sweetheart to knov/ about it and
I
even believes that he will hear God speaking to him. Imagine
I
his disgust w'hen he learns that his father wishes him to use
his influence in the coming elections. The boy is bev/ildered:
’But El Gristo is a holy office.
'
’Well, even a holy office has its uses.’
'Am I to be crucified for this? Manuel,
tell me it is not sol Did you not just
say that I was the counterpart of Cur
Lord? Did you not say it was for my
sins and the sins of many? I v/as to be
El Gristo. I do not understand these
elections . ’
"
Young Jose sees through the ruse: he was never the
||
true El Gristo; it never meant anything. Ke refuses to go on 'i
I
'
I
the Gross. Picardo, his cousin, is forced to take his place, ij
I;
Rosalia, his sweetheart, deserts him. He is called coward and ii
cheat; still he will not betray his Lord. The people leave
|
him in disgrace; they exeunt praying for the nev/ El Gristo
,
v/hile Jose falls to his knees crying: ;
j
"Jesu Gristo I Ch, Jesu Gristo 1" I
Seldom has so much emotion and conflict been
packed into such a short space. The fact that the story is
;
somewhjat foreign to the general American audience does not i
i
impair its effectiveness, in fact, the unusual quality of the
!
plot lends power to the play. Such loyalty is seldom found
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among the people in our churches. This play should cause
them to question their own consecration to the Christ, and in-
crease it*
These dramas have been presented in order that the
dynamic power of the dramatic approach to religious services
may be better realized. The plays presented are unusually
high in their quality and they are difficult to present by un-
j
trained, amateurs, but when once learned and acted they should
offer a permanent spiritual uplift to any group. In order
that the picture may be more complete a longer list of
religious dramas is presented in Appendix I. This list is
taken from one selected by the Religious Drama Department at
the Chicago Theological Seminary.
There are many longer plays which v/ill be mentioned
in the next chapter. The list chosen merely proves that there
are many available dramas if one v/ishes to make them a part of
the worship service. The method of doing this varies exten-
sively. The one dominating factor, however, which presents
itself is the fact tiiat there is a need for a dramatic port-
rayal of truth in churches. There are many plays available
and most churches have sufficient talent to present the
moderately difficult ones. Drama is beginning to return to
the church. It is the task of present-day religious leaders
to promote this revival. Is it going to be short lived, or is
there going to be a return of the great power accomplished by
the Greeks in their productions? YIe have a greater dramatic
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story to present than the Greeks ever had. The story of
Christ is the supreme material for dram.atic presentation.
CHAPTER IV
EHIERGING RELIGIOUS DRAIM
Purpose of Religious Drama.
In any religious program there should he a definite
attempt to present Spiritual truths so effectively that people
will become orientated in their living, in respect to man and !
God; that they shall he conscious of a certain Creative
Dynamic causing them to realize certain values such as:
1. reverence, 2. faith, 3. love, 4. loyalty, 5. enduring
livingness. This may he done in numerous ways; through
preaching, instruction, study, and imitation. Any program of
drama in, or sponsored hy, the church should he of particular
benefit for the participants. It should help them to realize
the above values and to attain a higher standard of living.
"The purpose is primarily for the participants themselves to
acquire the practice of kindness, love, generosity, or other
graces hy being the kind, loving or generous person. The
contrasting attitudes of unkindness, hate and greed are shown
to he unsocial and therefore undesirable hy the way they are
actedl”" Any person acting the part of the Stranger in "The
Passing of the Third Floor Sack", for instance, naturally
j
1. Lotz & Crawford Studies in Religious Education p. 231.
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absorbs many of his generous graces. The proper presentation
;
of these powerful roles allov/s the Individual to lose himself
for a time in a greater or lesser person and in doing this he
is better able to make his own personal adjustments.
In Greece nearly three thousand years ago a simple
little troupe of actors, two or three in number, played, v/ith
the aid of a chorus, to thousands of appreciative patrons,
|
I
The three day drama festival was one of the most sacred events >
II
i
in the life of a Grecian citizen. Great questions of right
|
and wrong were presented unforgettably. The great Mystery and ij
I
Morality plays of the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries
brought a tremendous response from the people who w'itnessed
them. The religious decadence of the Dark Ages was gradually '
lifted by means of the dramatic presentations of ever-living
biblical truths. Again the demand for a simple, yet convinc-
ing dra.ma emerged to awaken, within the hearts and minds of
men, the tremendous messages of the ages. "True to its
origin drama is now returning to its early religious home.
The churches are once more recognizing its value as an
instrument of ethical training On all the great
religious days of the Christian year we note pageants and
stage performances as part of the ritualistic observance.
Our study of the grov/th of the drama from its primitive cradle
in the temples of India and Greece has prepared us to
appreciate the historic significance of the prevalent re-
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vival of religious drama.
The return of the drama to its home in the church is
necessary not simply because it is an effective method of in-
creasing the congregation, but as an emotional and intellectual
vehicle for presenting truths it is inseparable from the
church. Through the centuries churches have been interested
in developing, not only an intellectual type of service, but
a beautiful and inspiring one as well. The liturgy of worship,
so unimpressive in most churches, is an attempt to prepare the
worshiping congregation for the power of * the word*. Before
a painter attempts to portray a scene it is first necessary
for him to prepare the background. Drama in the church helps
to set this background. It takes a powerful preacher to com-
bat the drab setting most orders of v/orship furnish for his
message. The dramatic service of v/orship helps not only the
preacher, but it also helps the actors and congregation to be-
come united with the service and message. A few years ago
John Masefield was asked to write a play for a Christmas VJor-
ship Service in one of the Cathedrals in London. "\’’/hen John
I
Masefield wrote "The Coming of Christ" and dedicated it to
!
this movement, he described the honor as the greatest of his
2
career." If the protestant Churches are going to attain the
highest degree of perfection in unified worship they must
1. Taylor, J. R.
,
The Story of Drama p. 528-29.
2. Each, Marcus L. "Chancel Drama" ^Church Management
’
Feb. 1936 p. 232.
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make use of the drama as an integral part of their church pro-
gram .
There are some dramas which, althou^ regnant with
spiritual power, are not conducive to presentation in the
worship service. These plays should be sponsored by the
church, either in whole or in part. If it is impossible to
offer them for public presentation they should be used in read-
ing groups. Another method of presenting the more pov;erful
of these longer dramas is through dramatic sermons, or read-
ings. If the pastor is not able to present such plays properly
he should arrange for a reader to do it for him. The long list
of world drai][ias offers such a powerful field of material that
any minister not availing himself of them loses a tremendous
chance to lead his people to the finer values in the universe.
"V/orship Through Drama".
The Riverside Church, New York City, has been using
drama very effectively as a basis for evening services. "Each
Sunday, for an entire year, large congregations have been
inspired and challenged by a real experience of v/orship^"
The Riverside Church has a more els/oorate stage than most
churches possess; this need not cause alarm, however, for it
should be remembered that some of the supreme dramas of all
times were presented on a barren flat surroLUided by tiers of
crude seats. The chancel, in most churches, can be trans-
1. Alexander and Goslin, Worship Through Drama (Fly Leaf)

formed into a very impressive stage on v/hich very many dif-
1
ficult performances may be presented. The stage is not so im-
I
portant as the play, the atmosphere, and the acting.
A dramatic service of worship is more than Just a
’hedge podge’ of separate units. The proper, effective
service attem.pts to keep alv/ays to a central theme.
C. Alexander and Omar P. G-oslin in their book Worship Throup;h
Drama suggest twelve themes for dramatic services; 1. For-
giveness, 2. St. Francis, 3* Thanksgiving, 4. The
Christmas Story, 5. The Old and the New, 6. Freedom, 7. The
Other Wise Man, 6. Light, 9. Pride, 10. Love, 11.
Abraham Lincoln, 12. Prayer. The service presented on the
evolving conception of prayer demonstrates a few of the
possibilities in this form of worship service. The Order of
Service used is as follows;
"Musical Prelude - ICamennoi - Rubenstein
Prologue
A Greek Processional
A Prayer to Buddha
An Indian Ceremonial
Hymn Gather us in
A Negro Spiritual
Tbe Pharisee and the Publican
Hymn Dear Lord and Father of Mankind
The Lord’s Prayer
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Jesus in the G-arden of G-ethsemane
Hymn Lord of Life beneath the Dome
111
Benediction.
This service is very unusual as it attempts to pre-
sent, through distinct episodes, the way certain representa-
tives of various creeds v/oulcl pray. At the closing of the
service the congregation united with the leader in repeating
the Lord's Prayer; then a portrayal of Jesus praying in the
j
(Garden of Gethsemane was artistically presented through clever ^
staging and pantomime. Jesus does not speak, but from the
depth of the inner stage comes the words, "O my Father, if
this cup may not pass away from me, except I drink it. Thy will
be donef" As the benediction rings forth in the dim quietness
of the theatre -sanctuary how much more effective one will have
found this presentation than the usual evening service. The
audience as well as the actors, will have felt that they had
a part in the actual production.
Through this medium of dramatic presentation it is
possible to portray effectively many, otherwise partially un-
known, stories taken from poetry as well as from prose. In
demonstrating the dawning effect of pride upon a human person-
ality the leaders at the Riverside Church presented in
dramatic form one of Longfellow's 'Tales of a Y/ayside Inn',
1. Alexander and Goslin, Worship Throupji Drama p. 316
2. Ibid p. 326
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"Robert of Sicily". This poetic story was presented in four
episodes with a scriptural and poetic interlude. This
arrangement for dramatic production indicates the possibili-
ties open for further development of outstanding poetic
narratives.
Dorothy Clarke Wilson presents a suggested list for
a year of monthly dramas. The themes used for these twelve
dramas are similar to those above. The index is as follows:
1.
The Christian Adventure, 2. The Christian Heritage,
3. The Christian Way, 4. The Christian Hope, 5* The
Christian Faith, 6. The Christian Life, 7. The Christian
Nation, 8. The Christian Home, 9« The Christian Church,
10, The Christian Society, 11. The Christian World,
1
12, The Christian Vision,
The services of worship presented by this author are
not so well worked out and most of the dramas follow a dis-
tinct biblical theme; yet it is a step in the right
direction. Many biblical stories may be presented in pictur-
esque form through such representative dramas as "A G-ood
2
Soldier", a play about the life of Paul or another concerning
the Apostle "The Lost Crown"; and "The Lost People", a
4
dramatic view of the Exodus. These plays are long enough to
make it possible to furnish a complete religious service;
1. Wilson, Dorothy Clarke, Twelve Months of Drama for the
Avera.'^e Church p . 6
.
2. Ibid p. 60.
3. Ibid p. 47.
4. Ibid p. 137.

thus there is no necessity for any very elaborate worship pro-
gram. The best dramatic worship program, however, is the one
based upon a direct correlation between the play to be pre-
sented and the worship service.
The use of drama in the worship service offers a
distinct opportunity to bring a dynamic message to the people.
Not only does it give them a more lasting impression of great
truths presented through dynamic personalities, but it allov/s
those v/ho wish an opportunity to re-create the dramatic lives
of certain individuals. To-day the cinema causes people to
become visual as well as auditory minded. The church should
make use of the great dramas that are available for such pro-
duction, in order to meet the situation with the most
pronounced effectiveness.
Life-Situation Dramas.
All dramas that are effective grow directly out of
the experiences of the authors. Unless a drama has an
emotional appeal to the particular experience of the audience
it has been ineffectual. There are many plays which are not
usually considered as religious but because of their common-
to-all portrayal of experience they have qualities v;hich tend
towards uplifting the audiences. Life in general falls into
four groups of experiences: I. The Individual and His Inner
Self, II. The Individual in His Relationship to the Family,
III. The Individual in His Relationship to Larger Social
i .
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G-roups, IV. The Individual in His Relationship to G-od and
the Universe. It is important that the churoh recognize the
way in which drama may be used in meeting the above
situations.
One of the important problems facing the unfortunate
person who is guilty of any transgression of either human or
divine laws is that of guilt and punishment. The individual
who has committed a sin may be able te evade the clutches of
the law but he is not able to flee his own inner self.
Preachers talk about this inner penalty, but nowhere in all
literature is it better portrayed than in ’’Macbeth".
Shakespeare knew nothing of the lav/s of twentieth
century psychology but his portrayal of the results of the
sin committed by Macbeth against King Duncan illustrates the
consequences of action ‘prompted by a 'mind diseased’. This
play demonstrates the fact that there is a supreme lav/ bind-
ing mortals; to break this lav/ is death. In a very
dramatic sequence of events it records the fallacy of selfish
ambition and the unrestrained lust for power.
The play is developed around the event of the kill-
ing of Duncan, King of Scotland, but the effect this slaying
and the attendant departures from morality has upon the lives
of two individuals is the important feature of the play. Mac-
beth hears the voices of three v/itches who evoke sinister
1. A Classified List of Dramas classified according to these
situations v/ill be found in Appendix II.
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thoughts in his mind. The v/itches represent an inner voice.
;
This inner voice, of itself, is very feeble; however, when it i
becomes augmented by the stronger voice of his wife the deed
that is to bring spiritual and physical death is completed.
I
The dagger had hardly come to rest within the heart '
of King Duncan when the inner cancer of guilt began to v/ork
slov/ly, yet with deadly consistency. Lady Macbeth returns
after having "gilded the grooms v/ithal".
Lady Macbeth:
"My hands are of your colour; but I shame
'
To wear a heart so white. I hear a
knocking !:
At the south entry: retire we to our
chamber
:
A little v^rater clear^ us of this deed:
Kow easy it is, then."
The knocking continues, symbolizing the throbbing of a
demoniacal growth which could not be eradicated by water.
The only way to cover up a deed to ruthlessly per-
formed is by adding others to it. Macbeth had no peace of
mind. The v/itches told him Banquo would beget kings; Banquo ;i
must die. Ke is killed but Fleance, his son, escapes. The j*
j
shost of Banquo, the inner conscience creation of Macbeth, ap- i
i
pears to haunt the banquet hall. Because Macbeth is adding
|
jjdastardly deed to dastard.ly deed he keeps from too lengthy
j
1
meditation; he is troubled by too many other things. Lady !
Macbeth, however, begins to consider what folly they have
j|
wrought.
1. Shakespeare, ’.Villiam, Macbeth Act II Scene II.

Lady Macbeth:
Nought’s had, all's spent,
'Mhere our desire is got v/ithout content:
'Tis safer to be that Vvhich we destroy
Than by destruction dv/ell in doubtful
joyf"
This pathetic cry is an indication of the unrest that is
straining within her mind. The high station in life she now
has attained has been shaken so by the fears of judgment that
she v/ould gladly return to the lov.'lier state, ''.''/hile Macbeth
continues making certain no avenue of discovery is open to
those who may learn or lave learned the secret of his crime.
Lady Macbeth succumbs to the intoxication v/hich has been fer-
menting in her mind. The v/oman who attends her finds that she
does strange things. She calls the doctor and together they
watch Lady Iiiacbeth leave her bed and walk into an adjoining
room. She is attempting to cleanse her hands as she says:
"Out damned spot',
two: why, then
Kell is murky 1 — Fie,
A soldier, and afeard?
Out
,
I say
'tis time to
— One
:
do't. --
my lord, fie I
V/hat need we
fear who knows it, w'hen none can call
our pov/er to account? -- Yet who
would have thought the old man to have
had so much blood in him. " ^
Immediately after doing the deed Lady Macbeth had
thought "a little water" would clear her of the deed; nov/ she
finds that "all the perfumes of Arabia will not sweeten her
little liand." With majestic resignation and utter defeat she
1. Shakespeare, Y/illiam, Macbeth Act III Scene II.
2. Ibid Act V Scene II.
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returns to her bed v/here she dies:
"To bed, to bedi there’s knocking at
the gate: come, come, come, come,
give me your hand, VvTiat’s done can-
not be undone. To bed, to bed, to
bed,"l
Truer words were never spoken: "'ATiat’s done cannot
be undone". The deed which seemed so simple in the beginning
could not be erased. It pressed continuously against the
tender mind of the culprit until death ended the struggle.
Macbeth who ¥/as prompted by Lady Macbeth into doing
the deed fares better than his v/ife. He has learned that none
who is of woman born will ever harm him and that his reign
will not end until Birnam V/ood moves to Dunsinane Hill,
A report comes to Macbeth that soldiers are gather-
ing about his castle. He is very active preparing for battle
when news of his wife's death reaches him. The phobia v/hich
broke Lady Macbeth’s mind has turned Macbeth's heart to cold,
relentless stone. On hearing what naturally would be sad news
he coldly replies:
"She should have died hereafter;
There v;ould have been time for such a word.
To-morrow, and to-morrow, and to-morrow,
Creeps in this petty pace from day to day
To the last syllable of recorded time.
And all our yesterdays have lighted fools
The v/ay to dusty death. Out, out, brief
candle I
Life’s but a walking shadov/, a poor player
That struts and frets his hour upon the
stage
1. Shakespeare, William, Macbeth Act V Scene II.
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And. then is heard no more: it is a tale
Told by an idiot, full of sound and fury,
Signifying nothing.
The death of Lady Macbeth was pathetic, but as Mac-
beth neared the end of his life it seems he suffered a greater
disillusionment. Life had gone cold, it was meaningless. The
deed he was guilty of had turned him to stone. In the last
struggle with Macduff, Macbeth went to his death defeated not
alone by physical forces but by spiritual ones as well. Kis
life ended v/hen he killed King Duncan.
This play is too difficult for ordinary amateurs
but that need not prevent its use in churches. Any study group
in the church could profitably spend weeks in discussing the
v/ay this play reveals specific psychological laws of sin and
guilt. The minister v/ho is awake to all possibilities of im-
provement could use this play both in regular preaching and as
a basis for a dramatic sermon. Sections of it might be acted
I
i
out by the young people so that its vividness might pique i
their interest in world literature. One of the outstanding
I
qualities of "Macbeth" is the fact that it plays so well to a
1
particular problem of the inner person struggling to shake off
the consequences of its own formulated deed. This, hov/ever,
is but one of the many plays which would be effective in
phelping people become adjusted to themselves and the universet
1. Shakespeare, William, Macbeth Act V Scene V.
2. Refer to Appendix II.

A second situation common to everyone is the
relationship one has in the family group. This situation
covers a wide scope of things such as: conflict between per-
sonalities, marriage, and child training. There are numerous
plays which help to illuminate the struggles encompassed with-
in the scope of this general situation.^ "Candida" by 3-eorge
Bernard bhav/ illustrates an unusually high type of married
life and presents a unique conflict between specific person-
ality types.
"The Reverend James Mavor Morell is a Christian
Socialist clergyman of the Church of England, and an active
member of the G-uild of St. Matthew and the Christian Social
Union?" The Rev. Morell suffers from a common ailment among
clergymen; he is unduly egotistical. He suffers from
"prossy's Complaint". He is happily married to an unusually
attractive wife as he attests before his assistant, Lexy:
"Ah, my boy, get married: get married
to a good woman; and then you'll un-
derstand. That’s a foretaste of v/hat
will be best in the Kingdom of Heaven
we are trying to establish on earth.
That will cure you of dawdling. An
honest man feels that he must pay
Heaven for ever 5^ hour of happiness with
a good spell of hard unselfish work to
make others happy. We have no more
right to consume happiness without pro-
ducing it than to consume wealth without
producing it. Get a wife like my
1 .
2 .
Refer to Appendix II.
Shaw, George Bernard, Nine Plays p. 201.
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Candida; and you'll alv/ays be in ar-
rear with your repayment.
Mr, Morell's v/ife returns from a three weeks visit, !
She was met at the station by a young poet whom the clergyman,
,
Mr. Morell, befriended a short time ago. After due greetings
Candida leaves the room; Marchbanks, the poet startles James
Morell by telling him that he loves Candida. Morell says that
is nothing since everyone loves her. Marchbanks succeeds in
j
I
arousing Morell's anger by saying that the latter does not
|
I
understand Candida:
"Oh, let us put aside all that cant. It
j
horrifies me when I thinlr of the doses
of it she has had to endure in all the i,
weary years during which you have sel- ||
fishly and blindly sacrificed her to
minister to your self-sufficiency. Youl |'
who have not one thought — one sense --
in common v/ith her."^
There is enough truth in this to cause James to be
I
somewhat disturbed. He realizes tliat he is guilty of being
!
idolized but when Marchbanks tells him:
I
"l imagine King David, in his fits of
enthusiasm, was very like you. 'But
his wife despised him in her heart'
.
"3
This is more than any proud husband can stand. He is about
to choke the poet when Candida appears. She tenderly fixes
Marchbanlis ' rumpled collar and tie v.’hile James wonder's whether
he does have her v/hole heart.
1. Shaw, G-eorge Bernard "Candida" Act I.
2. Ibid
5. Ibid

IOC
Even his wife is conscious of the hahit people have
of worshiping him:
"Oh, I know. You sillj'- hoy: You think its
your Socialism and your religion; hut if
it were that, they'd do v/hat you tell
them instead of only coming to look at
you. They all have Prossy^s complaint."
Yorell: "Prossy's coraplaintl What do you mean,
Candida?
"
Candida: "Yes, Prossy, and all the other sec-
retaries you ever had. v/hy does Prossy
condescend to wash up the things, and to
peel potatoes and ahase herself in all
manner of ways for six shillings a week
less than she used to get in a city
office? She's in love with you, James:
that's the reason. They're all in love
v;ith you. And you are in love with
preaching because you do it so beautiful-
ly. And you thinly it's all enthusiasm
for the Kingdom of Heaven on earth; and
so do they. You dear sillyi
The Reverend James has a speaking engagement that
night so he decides to leave Marchhanlcs alone with his wife.
Vdien he returns he finds the poet sitting on the floor with
his head in Candida's lap. Naturally James thinks he is los-
ing Candida's love. The preacher and the poet decide they
will allov; Candida to choose between them. She asks what they
have to offer.
Morell: "l have nothing to offer you but my
strength for your defence, my honesty
for your surety, my ability and industry
for your livelihood, and my authority
and position for your dignity. That is
all it becomes a man to offer a woman."
Candida: "And you, Eugene? What do you offer?"
Yarchbahks: "My weakness, my desolation, my heart's
1. Shaw, George Bernard "Candida" Act II.
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need.
Candida says she accepts the offer from the weaker individual,
liorell thinks he has been defeated but Eugene with his keener
sensitivity knov/s differently. Candida says her husband is
the v/eaker because he is dependent upon her for everything.
All his life he has been pampered by mother and sisters. She
must be mother, wife and sisters to him. His very ability as
a speaker makes him dependent upon her. Others laud him; she
protects him. Morell is so relieved and grateful that he
kneels beside her like the child he is. He says prayerfully
to her:
"it’s all true, every word. What I am
you have made me with the labor of your
hands and the love of your heart. You
are my v/ife, my mother, my sisters:
you are the sum of all lovins: care to
me.
Eugene leaves victoriously. He has inspired a
deeper sense of love and responsibility in the heart of the
woman he, too, loves. He leaves them bearing a secret in his
heart.
This is a play of many values. It does not play to
any one situation, but throws light upon many very intricate
problems. The play is very simple to stage and is not too
difficult for skilful amateurs. Any church presenting this
play would find it beneficial to everyone who sees it. The
1. Shaw, '3-eorge Bernard "Candida" Act III.
2. Ibid.
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play is idealistic in its philosophy; yet, in its action, it
is pov/erfully realistic. It would not only serve to clarify
the family problem but v/ould also tend to give the people a
new regard for their minister. The play is particularly well
suited for use in study groups. It is not so effective as a
basis for an entire dramatic sermon, since there are too many
places where it touches the minister's ovm life and congreg-
ational attitude embaras singly.
It is almost impossible for any person to escape
making social contacts. One of the important functions of
religion is to help people become adjusted in their environ-
ments. Any religion v/hich teaches men to escape from social
contact falls belov; the standards of Jesus. The individual
needs to learn the attitude he should take when faced with
such situations as come about through inadequate social
philosophy, or social injustice, or race and international
prejudices. There are numerous dramas v;hich come directly
out of these situations and therefore serve to turn light back
upon them for the enlightenment of other people.^ In "An
Enemy of the People" Hendrik Ibsen criticizes social
regimentation. He does not answer the question he presents
except insofar as he represents one individual and his family
who cannot be beaten.
Dr. Stockmann is the Medical Officer at the 'vlunici-
pal Baths in a small town in Norv/ay. Because the waters in
1. See list in Appendix II.
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these baths are supposed to have medicinal value many people
I
pass their summer vacations in the town. It is quite natural
that the people feel these Baths to be a very important feature
I
of their town. They bring a splendid revenue. The Mayor, Dr.
Stockmann’s brother, is particularly interested in them as he
has invested heavily in the bonds Vv^hich were floated for their
construction
.
Dr. Stockmann sent samples of the water away to
i
have it examined for impurities. He was not greatly surprised
v/hen he received notification that the Baths v;ere contaminated.
"The whole Bath establishment is a
whited, poisoned sepulchre, I tell
you -- the gravest possible danger
to the public health! All the
nastiness up at Molledal, all that
stinking filth, is infecting the
water in the conduit-pipes leading
to the reservoir; and the same
filthy poison^ oozes out on the shore
too ... .
V/hen Dr. Stockmann announced this discovery to the
people about him they were intensely disturbed, but thankful
the revelation hacl been made before the Baths Vi^ere opened in
the spring. The Mayor, Dr. Stockmann’s brother, was greatly
disturbed by the news. He tried to minimize the finding by
saying he would soon have the condition remedied, but until
I that time the news should be kept secret. The doctor knew the
I
!
I
base of the trouble v/ent deeper than that so he made it his
I
particular business to have the entire matter brought to the
1. Ibsen, Hendrik, "An Enemy of the People" Act II.
I
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I
attention of the public.
He was in direct league with the publisher of the
town's radical paper; he turned, to Kovstad, the editor, and
told him what he intended to do. Hovstad promised to publish
whatever Dr. Stockmann wrote.
Hovstad: "That is why I want to seize this
opportunity, and try if I cannot
I
manage to put a little virility
I into these well-intentioned people
I
for once. The idol of authority
I must be shattered in this town.
This gross and inexcusable blunder
about the water-supply must be
brought home to the mind of every
municipal voter.
This brave talk soon simmered down to a bubble then
evaporated entirely when the Mayor informed him he v/ould be
forced out of business if he published Dr. Stockmann's article,
j
When the doctor heard about this he was very greatly angered.
He told his brother he would publish the nev/s in spite of all
protests. He v/as threatened with the loss of his position,
but this mattered little to a man fighting for the truth. His
v/ife had a different opinion;
"Yes, it is sinful to treat you so, it is
perfectly true. But, good heavens, one
has to put up v/ith so much injustice in
;
this world. — There are the boys,
Thomas 1 Look at them I What is to be-
j
come of them? Oh, no, no, you can never
have the heart ..."
I
Dr. Stockmann: "The boys ....I No, even if the
whole world goes to pieces, I will never
bow my neck to this yokel
1. Ibsen, Hendrik, "An Enemy of the People" Act II.
2. Ibid

He tries to hire a hall but no one will allow him to
rent one because of their fear of the Mayor. He finally is
able to get a small room. He announces a meeting. The hour
for the speech comes; the hall is packed. Throughout all
his message he has difficulty restraining the mob in order to
have the liberty to state his case. Instead of spending most
of his time speaking about the Baths (the facts being already
well known in the small town) he denounces the majority, the
majority who are led as sheep to the slaughter by the favored
f ev/.
"The majority never has right on its side.
Never, I sayl That is one of these
social lies against which an independent,
intelligent man must wage war. V.Tio is it
that constitute the majority of the
population in a country? Is it the clever
folk or the stupid? I don't imagine you
will dispute the fact that at present the
stupid people are in an absolutely over-
w^helming majority all the world over.
But, good Lord! -- you can never pretend
that it is right that the stupid, folk
should govern the clever onesl Oh, yes --
you can shout me down, I knowl but you
cannot ansv/er me. The majority has might
on its side -- unfortunately; but rig:ht
it has not . I am in the right -- I and a
fev/ other scattered individuals. The
minority is always right.
He continues in somewhat the same way. He tells them
that most of the liberals are afraid to stand to their guns in
a crisis. They quiet him by taking a vote concerning the pro-
cedure v/hich should effectively silence this fa.natic. A unan-
1 Ibsen, Hendrik, "An Enemy of the People" Act IV.

1C 6
imous ballot brands Dr. Stockmann as "An Enemy of the People",
He is driven from the hall, his home is stoned and he narrowly
escapes with his life.
j
The next morning he intends to sail for America but
certain disgraceful things happen to him during the morning
which cause him to decide to remain in Norway and fight
tlirough to the finish. His wife has long since decided that
|
her husband is in the right and that she will stand by him.
|
I
The physical world of men looks dark about them, hemming them
I
in on every side, but the sun shines brighter than it has for !
I
months. A.s his family gather around him Dr. Stockmann '
remarks
:
"Yes. It is this, let me tell you --
that the strongest man in the v/orld
is he who stands most alone.
This play, though word heavy, could be presented by
intelligent amateurs having usual abilitj’’. It emphasizes a
truth wh.ich is forever old and forever new. The majority is
usually years behind the minority. It has qualities which
!
make it particularly pertinent for this age of betrayed ideals
and principles. This play could form the background for a
powerful dramatic sermon; or it could be used as an
illustration v^ithin a sermon,
God and the Universe are all about us. The indiv- i
idual must become oriented within this great realm of spirit
1. Ibsen, Hendrik, "An Enemy of the People" Act V.
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I
and matter. If man is going to realize the highest qualities
I
for which he is shaped he must feel at home in the universe.
One of the questions faced by every man during his life is,
"V/hat happens after death?" Nobody can answer this question
conclusively, but certain approaches have been suggested. In
the play "Death Takes a Holiday" by Alberto Casella death is
represented as being man’s familiar friend with but a moments
shadow separating the two abodes. This play, both in the
stage and screen editions, has been very helpful to hundreds
of thousands of people. It v/ould be an unpardonable mistake
for any minister to enter upon his ministry without its com-
forting lines to serve as a background in his preaching and
I
thinking. The writer has already used it with success in tv/o
I
I
different churches.
I
The plot of the play centers about the fantastic
I
idea of Death's taking a holiday for three days in order that
he may learn what life is like and why men fear him. Death.
Shadov/: "How should I know (why men fear him) who
have never experienced a mortal sensation?
What could terror mean to me, who have
nothing to fear? Or pity, when I must not
pity? Or kindness, or aspiration, or love?
These are only words to me, whose meaning I
am curious to discover. In particular I
I
should like to Imow something of love."l
^ He tells the Dul^e that he is going to take the
physical form of the recent Prince Sirki of Vitalba Alexandri
and visit the Villa Happiness for three days. During that
1. Casella. Alberto, "Death Takes a Holiday" Act III (trans-
lation by Vfalter Ferris)
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visit no person must run from him; if such a thing happens
he threatens to leave as the Prince and return in his proper
person. The Luke agrees to the condition after Death has
promised no one will he harmed. Nov/ that the preparations are
made for the holiday Death lets his age-long emotions run away
v/ith him.
"And so I am at last to become a mortal
1
I shall feel blood in my veins ...
warm blood of life. I shall feel my de-
sire becoming flesh and my hunger taking
the fire of blood I shall know what
you know, and feel what you feel
when I take flov/ers in my hands they will
not v/ither and. youth will not run
from me with terrified eyes lAy
hunger shall be appeased for an hour ....
my hunger that is as old as time
And those that I love need not ... be
afraid, not afraid., not afraid, not
afraid! No ... No ... I am beside myself
My holiday is Just caprice a
mad Joke I play v/ith life Ha, Ha
v/hat a monstrous, what a sublime
Joke I, Death, do hereby take on
the v/orld, the flesh and the Devil! "1
The holiday begins. Death returns to the Villa
Happiness as Prince Sirki and is introduced to the Dulse's
family circle, llien Alda and Rhoda see this charming young
Prince they are greatly impressed by him. When the two girls
come into closer contact with this strange person it is re-
vealed that what they thought as love was merely passion.
V/hen Alda sees who he really is she falls back v/ith startled
fear.
Shadow: "/ih it wasn't love with you, only
1. Casella, Alberto, "Death Takes a Holiday" Act I.
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passion. You were flaming, but at the
sound of my name lust grew cold, and that
is not the measure of love. You're not
great enough for me, Alda. I am looking
for a response you could never give. I
am searching for some one who knows and
is not afraid.
The shadov/ meets G-razia, a young girl nineteen years
old, alone. Immediately there is a different response than
the one he received from the other tv/o girls. Death feels
humble for the first time in his life. He is meeting, face
to face, a pov/er stronger tha^n death — love.
"This is what my caprice has brought me to.
I came to sip and taste your pleasures,
to find what meaning they had that makes
you cling to life. And I have found it
It is love, and the hope of winning
love. And now I am caught and bound, un-
til this borrowed blood of mine is aching
v/ith an intolerable pain. I, v/ho was in-
vincible have found a stronger thing than
I. "2
The Dulce learns that Death is in love with Grazia,
I
v/ho is his son, Gorrado’s fiance. He enters the room just in
1
I
i
time to see them going out into the garden together. Ke is
so desperate that he betrays the Prince's secret.
The Shadow has only a fev/ moments left for his
I
mortal existence. He returns to the room from the garden where
j
two great souls met in an eternal embrace. At once he divines
that the Duke has betrayed him. He is inclined to anger, but
realizes the Duke had no other choice. He has, also, learned
1. Casella, Alberto, "Death Takes a Holiday" Act II.
2. Ibid.

what it means to suffer; for in a short time he must leave
his sweetheart. They all beg Death not to harm G-razia. He
wishes to take her with him. The assembled group naturally
look upon this as death, but to Death it is life.
"There are v/orlds betv/een us, and I cannot
reach your minds. You ask me to make
this sacrifice as a man, v/hen my desire
is greater than a man could knov/. You
ask me to give up love, when I long for
love with a surpassing hunger You
are in terror and I am in agony. Y/hy do
men fear my coming? I do not see hov/
they can bear their lives. Their courage
is magnificent. I am proud to have worn
the garment of flesh.
Duke: "Your Highness, we are not answered. You
have ten minutes more of life, and after
that what can you give G-razia?"
ohadov/: "Sleep perhaps, and the release of
dreams. And beyond that There are
no words by which to tell you."
Duke: "But that is death to us and to
her . "
Shado’w: "A word you have been taught to fear.
A symbol of the unknown. And because of
that v/ord you could keep her from me?"l
The Prince feels that when G-razia learns his
identity she will not go with him. She would die v/ith him as
Sirki, but as Death she would be afraid.
"So Again I am caught by my own
folly. I gave myself life, not knowing
the force that is in life, nor the force
that is in love. I gave myself life, and
with it the little rules by which it is
lived. And nav
,
I, Death, must bow to
life. What a sublime joke ^Yhat a
1. Gasella, Alberto, "Death Takes a Holiday" Act III.

Ill
monstrous and bitter comedy 1 iviy dear
Dulce, you have all risked your lives for
G-razia. I must not he outdone in
courage . "1
Death offers to allow Grazia to return to her people
if they can call her hack. Grazia appears in the doorway.
Death tries to tell her who he is hut she merely says he is
her love and that she will go wherever he leads. Death cannot
believe he has heard correctly.
"Goodhy, my friends. Remember that there
is only a moment of shadow between your
life and mine. And v/hen I call, come
bravely through that shadow, and you
shall find me only your familiar friend.
Goodbye, Grazia. Nov; you see me as I am."
Grazia: "But I have always seen you like that.
You are not changed. " "You
seem beautiful to me."
Shadov;: "Then there is a love which casts out
fear, and I have found it. And love is
greater than an illusion and as strong
as deathi "2 \
This play should not be attempted by any but the most
expert amateurs. It is easily staged and very pov;erful. It
should be studied and alluded to at frequent intervals. It
will comfort those who are nearing the ends of their lives and
v/ill thrill those who may be beginning theirs together. Any
Individual after sitting through a performance of this play
would be definitely benefited. It is the sort of play that
one is not able to displace from his mind. It would be par-
1. Gasella, Alberto, "Death Takes a Holiday" Act III.
2. Ibid.
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ticularly beneficial to the actors and actresses v/ho took the
parts. This is a supreme illustration of the v/ay a play can
help the individual aspire to a deeper and richer life through
gaining an inspirational understanding of some of the greatest
lav/s in the universe.
These plays have been discussed at length in order
that the powerful effect of a few representative dramas might
be demonstrated. It is hoped that churches will more and more
realize the inspiring heritage the whole field of drama offers
their programs.
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CHAPTER V
CONCLUSION - DIGEST OF THESIS
Drama, in some form, has been evident in the culture
of all nations, even among primitive peoples. "There is no
1
doubt that it antedates history." Literary drama, that is, play
that are so well written they will live outside the theatre,
first appeared among the Greeks. From the early "dithyramb",
a special form of poetry sung by revellers, there sprang the
most powerful and lasting of all forms of drama - the "goat-
song" or tragedy. Thespis, a poet and actor, broke the ground,
ushering in the great triumvirate of Greek tragedy writers;
Aeschylus, Sophocles and Euripides.
Even in the primitive period drama was intwined with
religious rites and festivals. In Hellas drama continued to
play an inportant religious role, "The drama from its begin-
ings to the days of the late comedy was intwined with religion,
2
a part of sacred ceremonial," Twice each year the Greek people
celebrated ceremoniously their worship of the god Dionysus.
P.t these festivals drama played a prominent role. In the city
of Athens a semi-annual dramatic contest was held at which
time the great dramatists presented a series of plays in keen
competition. There w'as no greater honor in all Greece than to
wrin one of the prizes at these contests.
1. Smith, Milton Guide to Play Selection p.21
2. Cheney, Sheldon The Theatre p.31.
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The plays presented were not mere sentimental jargon
poorly acted, but consisted of such world renowned plays as:
’’Agamemnon^’, ’'Oedipus Rex”, ’’Prometheus Bound”, ’’Medea”, and
’’Trojan Vvomen”, They wnre not presented merely for entertain-
ment of the people but were regarded ”as a distinctly education'
al and religious venture. As education they took the place of
newspapers, books and magazines, and the tragic poets were look'
ed upon as teachers of the people. As religion they served as
an act of homage to the god Dionysus. The theatre itself pos-
essed the sanctity of a temple and the chief seats in it were
1
reserved for the priests.”
Euripideses death ended the Greek cycle of tragedy
plays, Aristophanes, the outstanding comic satirist in Greek
dramatic history, contributed many significant plays, such as:
’’Lysistrata”, ’’The Frogs”, and ’’The Birds”, but degeneration
had already set in to take drama from the church and religious
festivals, from its function of enlightenment, and turn it over
to secular interests. Menander, Plautus and Terence attempted
to keep literary drama alive, but the Roman world, of v/hich
they were a part, demanded entertainment and spectacle.
During the Middle Ages drama, like all other forms of
art and religion, was on a very low level. The Renaissance
brought W'ith it a revival of the drama. The appearance of the
drama is, as might be expected, within the church. The twelfth
1, Eastman, Fred, Modern Religious Drama p, VI
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century drama sprung from an exaggerated form of liturgical
worship. The Priest, at Christmas and Easter time found the
story of Jesus could be effectively portrayed by acting out
part of the story. This early beginning of the drama within
the church soon spread to the outer courts and was further de-
veloped! in the streets during festival celebrations. These
festival dramatic presentations grew into what came to be call-
ed the ilystery or Miracle plays. These plays presented in
I
numerous cycles, which might be extended over several days,
I the entire story of the Bible from Genesis to Revelation, At
the same time another form of drama was becoming prominent, the
I
Morality play. This type of drama, of which "Everyman" is a
representaion, personalized such virtues as justice, righteous-
I
ness and kindness or such vices as hatred, selfishness, unfaith
I
I fulness and ill-humor.
WTiile the drama was within the walls of the church
its values v/ere recognized, but as soon as it became a popular
entertainment, or means of instruction, it began to lose favor
v.dth the church people. In the fourteenth century the church’s
disfavor began to become evident. Actors were considered men
of ill fame. Suppression of performances became more prevalent
until, with few exceptions, drama w^as completely stopped. "As
the zealous Fathers once spent three centuries scourging the
actors from the stages of Rome, they now spend three centuries
1
riding their own House of a semi-theatric desecration." The
1. Cheney, Sheldon, The Theatre p. 151.
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church fathers did such a complete joh of ’ riding their housed
1
jthat drama did not appear again within church walls until com-
!paratively recent times.
The history of drama for the three hundred and fifty
years after the Miracle and Morality plays is packed v/ith fam-
iliar names and plays written hy such masters as: Shakespeare,
iMoliere, Goethe, Checkov, Ibsen, O^heill and Anderson and such
plays as: ’’Hamlet”, ’’Tartuffe”, ’’Faust”, ’’The Cherry Orchard”,
>A Doll’s House”, ’’Strange Interlude” and ’’Winterset”. Although
most of these plays have very powerful plots regnant v/ith spitUfj-
|ual values, they were not written for production within the
church. They are all secular plays written for a thratrical
audience.
Has drama been driven from the church? In the last
twenty years there has been a definite swing-baek of the dram.a
to its original home - the church. This is evident all over th€:
Christian v/orld. The theme of the productions w'ithin the churcljj
range all the way from biblical themes w^hich present the actual
life of Jesus as in ’’The Coming of Christ” by John Masefield or
the more subtle method of presenting the significance of Jesus
as he is portrayed through the person of Manson in Charles Dann
Kennedy’s ’’The Servant in the House”, There are other types of
plays being used in churches which present particular problems
in a dramatic and pwvi/erful way, such as: the problem of guilt
in ’’The Finger of God”, a one act play by Percival Vvilde, ’the
sins of the fathers’ in Ibsen’s play ’’Ghosts” and the struggle
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I
one family has because of the pinch of economic insufficiency
in ’’The Tinker” by Fred Eastman.
j
I
Churches are beginning to see the valjie of dramatic
j
presentations. In the Riverside Church in New York City, for
|
i
instance, a regular monthly dramatic service is worked out for
j
the evening service. A particular theme, such as: forgiveness,
|
i
prayer or love is used with scripture, hymns and readings to
|
I
augment a drama about the particular evening theme choosen.
|
Religious drama is being taught more and more as a part of
|
theological training. The outstanding school for this training
f
j
is Chicago Theological Seminary, More peopla are becoming in- i
!
terested in church drama, a fact vi^hich gives hope for a return
‘ of the drama to the church.
There are sufficient dramas already written which are
adequate for the church program. They play to every situation
i
I
known to man and present in a vital and emotional way the time-
less truths of the centuries. The w^orld needs the revival of a
well v/orked out program of religious drama. Drama began in the
church and is destined to return to its home, ’’Dionysus has
lived tv/enty-five hundred years. To-day a world that had almost
I
learned to scorn him turns back, with the old hunger of the
I
soul, the old impulse tov/ard divine living, with not a little
I
of the old wildness. For we later mortals, as we view^ about us
I
the decay of moralistic religions, the chaos of conquest-mad
civilizations and the spiritual bankruptcy of the prosperous-
scientific life, we seek again the roads to emotional-spiritual
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inundation to ecstasy, to the experience of God.”
1. Cheney, Sheldon, The Theatre p.IX

APPEFDIX I
Lenten and Easter
"El Gristo"
"Dust of the Road"
(Can easily he adapted
for Easter by the
changing of one or two
lines)
"He Game Seeing"
"The Legend of the G-rail"
"The Pageant of Worship"
"Pater Noster"
"The Resurrection"
"The Rock"
"The Steeplejack"
"The Terrible Meek"
"The Son Liveth"
"Triumph of the Defeated"
"Tv/o Thieves"
"What Men Live By"
Christmas
"Adeste Fidelis"
"The Boy Who Found the King"
"The Christmas Child"
"The Christmas Pageant of the
Holy Grail"
"Come Let us Adore Kim"
"The Coming of Christ"
"The Blessed Vagrants"
ti
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Dust of the Road"
The Enchanted Christmas Tree"
The Long Christmas Dinner"
Lost Children"
The Nativity"
One Night in Bethlehem"
The Pageant of the Singing Stars
Peace I Give Unto You"
The Table Set for Himself"
Tidings of Joy"
The Tinker"
The Traveling Man"
The Tree of Paradise"
The Trouble v/ith the Christmas
Presents
"
Why the Chimes Rang"
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Biblical Peace
And He Came to His Father"
Burnt Offering"
The Far Country"
he Came Seeing"
Return of the Prodigal"
The Rock"
A Sinner Beloved"
Sunrise"
|l "The Terrible Meek"
"The Lost Grown"
I
Patriotic
"America on Trial"
I
i
"The Pilgrim Mother"
;
"The Separatist"
Missions
"Ba Thane"
"The Color Line"
"The Doctor Decides"
"G-ranny "
"The Tail of the Dragon"
"Tardy April"
Burnt Offering"
The Great Choice"
It Shall Not Be Again"
Pavms"
Peace I Give Unto You"
The Summoning of the Nations
Sunrise"
The Terrible Meek"
Social and Industrial
"America on Trial"
"Bread"
"The Doctor Decides"
"Our Lean Years"
"Prize Money"
"Tidings of Joy"
rr\
G-eneral
At the Junction"
The Bishop's Candle Sticks"
The Curtain"
The Finger of God"
The Hour Glass"
Little Father of the Wilderness"
Little Plays of St. Francis"
The Lost Crown"
Neighbors
"
Outward Bound"
A Pageant of Worship"
Pawns"
Prize Money"
The Return of the Prodigal"
The Slave with two Faces"
Tardy April"
The Valiant"
A'hen the Sun Rises"

APPECTIX II
Representative Y/orld Drama classified according to
Life Situations.
I. The Individual and His Inner Self.
1. iiisfortune.
1. "Big Lake" by A. E. Thomas and Slayton Hamilton.
2. "Boccaccio's Untold Tale" by Harry Kemp. (1 Act)
3. "Casualties" by Liartin Flavin. (1 Act)
4. "Cherry Orchard, The" by Anton Chekhov.
5. "Emergency Case, An" by Martin Flavin. (1 Act)
6. "Furies, The" byi Aeschylus.
7. "G-reat God Brown, The" by Eugene O'Neill.
8. "Hard Heart" by M. A. Kister. (1 Act)
9. "Riders to the Sea" by J. M, Synge. (1 Act)
10. "Smilin' Through" by Allan L. Martin.
11. "Successful Calamity" by A. Clare Kummer.
12. "Sun-Up" by Lula Vollmer (Also in 1 Act).
2. Thwarted Ambitions.
1. "Agamemnon" by Aeschylus.
2. "Beyond the Horizon" by Eugene O'Neill.
3. "Birthday of the Infanta" by Stuart ’i^^alker.
4. "Cradle Song" by G-. Martinez Sierra.
5. "Cyrano De Bergerac" by Edmund Rostand.
6. "G-roove, The" by G-eorge Middleton. (1 Act)
7. "icebound" by Owen Davis.
. "Kiss for Cinderella, A" by J. M. Barrie.8

II
)
!
I
9
.
"Lion and the Mouse, The" by Charles Klein.
10. "Medea" by Euripides.
11. "More Blessed" by Paul Moffett. (1 Act)
12. "iiomeo and Juliet" by William Shakespeare.
13* "Smilin' Through" by Allan L. Martin.
14. "Sumpin' Like V/ings" by Lynn Riggs.
15* "Three Sisters, The" by Anton Gheldiov.
16 . "Uncle Vanya" by Anton Chekhov.
3 . Moral Problems.
1. "Black Maskers, The" by Leonid Andreyev.
2. "Choephori" by Aeschylus.
3 . "Confessional" by Percival Wilde. (1 Act)
4. "Devil's Deciple, The" by C. Bernard Shaw.
5 . "Electra" by Euripides.
6. "Man on the Kerb, The" by Alfred Sutro. (1 Act)
7 . "Oedipus Rex" by Sophocles.
8. "Sacred Flame, The" by Y/illiam Somerset Maugham.
9 . " Sun-Up" by Lula Vollmer.
4. Personal Feelings of Sin and Built.
1. "Dust of the Road, The" by Kenneth Sawyer . Coodman. ( 1 A)
2. "Emperor Jones" by Eugene O'Neill.
3 . "Finger of Cod, The" by Percival Wilde. (1 Act)
4. "Furies, The" by Aeschylus.
5 . "He 'i'fho Cets Slapped" by Leonid Andreyev.
6. "Last Man in. The" by W. B. Maxwell. (1 Act)
7 . "Macbeth" by William Shakespeare.

8 .
9.
10 .
11 .
5 .
1 .
2 .
3.
4.
5.
6 .
7.
9.
10 .
11 .
12 .
13.
14.
15.
16 .
17.
16.
19.
20 .
o.
"Mourning Becomes Electra" iDy Eugene O’Neill.
"Phaedra" by Jean Racine.
"Pillars of Society, The" by Kenrik Ibsen.
"Bisters' Tragedy, The" by Richard Hughes. (1 Act)
Personality Problems.
"Ajax" by Sophocles.
"Berkeley Square" by John L. Balderston.
"Boccaccio's Untold Tale" by Henry Kemp. (1 Act)
"Gat and the Canary, The" by John Willard.
"E1 G-ran G-aleoto" by Jose Echegary.
"Fame and the Poet" by Lord Punsany. (l Act)
"G-irl With the Green Eyes, The" by Clyde Fitch.
"Gloria Mundi" by Patricia Brov/n. (1 Act)
"Great Adventure, The" by Arnold Bennett.
"Henry 17" or "TheLiving Mask" by Lugi Piandello.
"Hotel Universe" by Philip Barry.
"House Next Door, The" J. Hartley Manners.
"Lord's Will, The" by Patricia Brovm. (1 Act)
f •
"Medea" by Euripides.
"Meteor, The" by L. N. Behrman.
"Mollusc, The" by H. H, Davies.
"Mrs. Moonlight" by Benn W. Levy.
"Philaster" by Beaumont and Fletcher.
"Silver Cord, The" by Sidney Howard.
"Vortex, The" by Noel Coward.
Life Decisions.

1. "Advertizing April" by Herbert Far jeon and Horace
Horsnell.
2. "Beyond the Horizon" by Eugene O’Neill.
3. "Candida" by G-eorge Bernard Shaw.
4. "Dear Brutus" by J. M. Barrie.
5. "Detour, The" by Ov;en Davis.
6. "Exiles" by JamesJoyce.
7. "Fool, The" by Channing Pollock.
8. "Jazz Singer, The" by Sampson Raphallson.
7. Educational Needs.
1. "Daddy Long- Legs" by Jean Webster.
2. "Detour, The" by Owen Davis.
3. "in Abraham's Bosom" by Paul Green.
4. "Janey" by Mrs. Gurnsey V/alker. (1 Act)
5. "You and l" by Philip Barry.
II. The Individual in His Relationship to the Family.
1. Conflict Between Personalities.
1. "Candida" by G-eorge Bernard Shav^.
2. "Beyond the Horizon" by Eugene O’Neill.
3. "First Year, The" by Frank Craven.
4. "Nev/ Morality, The" by Harold Chapin.
2. Economic Difficulties.
1. "Bread" by Fred Eastman. (1 Act)
2. "Chicken Feed" by Guy Bolton.
3. "Holiday" by Philip Barry.
4. "Saturday's Children" by Maxwell Anderson.

J5 .
3 .
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2 .
3.
4.
5.
6 .
7.
8 .
9.
10 .
11 .
12 .
13.
14.
15 .
16 .
17.
18.
19.
20 .
21 .
22 .
4 .
1 .
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"Tinker, The" Fred Eastman.
i.Iarria^e
.
"Bank Account" by Howard Brock. (1 Act)
"Before Breakfast" by Eugene O'Neill. (1 Act)
"Beggar on Horseback" by G-eorge S. Kaufman and Marc
Connelly.
"Boy Through the Window, The" by Colin Clements.
"Damaged Goods" by Eugene Brieux.
"Doll's House, A" by Hendrik Ibsen.
"Dover Road, The" by A. A. Milne.
"Enchanged Cottage, The" by Sir Arthur Wing Pinero.
"Everybody's Husband" by Gilbert Cannan. (1 Act).
"Ghosts" by Hendrik Ibsen.
"in a Garden*' by Philip Barry.
"in the Shadov/ of the Glen" by John Millington Synge.
"Lady From the Sea, The" by Hendrik Ibsen.
"Living Corpse, The" by Alexei Tolstoy.
"Mary The Third" by Rachel Crothers.
"Mid-Channel" by Sir Arthur Wing Pinero.
"Misanthrope, The" by Moliere.
"Mrs. Moonlight" by Benn V/. Levy.
"Once There V/as a Princess" Juliet Wilbar Tompkins.
"Three Bears" by Edward Childs Carpenter.
"Vfhat Every 7/oman Knows" by Sir James M. Barrie.
"Woman Killed with Kindness, The" by Thomas Heyward.
Divided Homes.
"Adam and Eva" by Guy Bolton and George Middleton.

92. "Bill of Divorcement, A" by A. Clemence Dane.
3. "Carrots" Jules Renard. (1 Act)
4. "First ivirs. Fraser, The" by St. John C. Ervine.
5. "Fixins" by Paul and Erma G-reen. (lAct)
5.
The V/hole Problem of Child. Training.
1. "Children of the Moon, The" by Martin Flavin.
2. "Conflict, The" by Clarice V. McCauley.
3. "Fifth Commandment, The" by Stanley Houghton. (1 Act)
4. "Hannele" by Gerhart Hauptmann.
5. "Mamma's Affair" by Rachel Barton Butler.
6. "Silver Cord, The" by Sidney Howard.
7. "Sumpin’ Like Wings" by Lynn Riggs.
III. The Individual in His Relationship to the Larger Social
Groups.
1. Inadeqiuate Social Philosophy.
1. "Back to Methuselah" by George Bernard Shaw.
2. "Fountain of Youth, The" by Serafin and Joaquin
iilvarez-ccuintero.
3. "Milestones" by Arnold Bennett and Edv/ard Enoblock.
4. "Morality Play for the Leisured Class" by John L.
Balderston.
5. "Pygmalion" by George Bernard Shaw.
6. "Rain from Heaven" by S. H. Behrman.
7. "strife" by John Galsworthy.
2. Social Injustice.
1. "An Enemy of the People" by Hendrik Ibsen.
2. "Crainquebille" by Anatole France.
3. "Fool, The" by Channing Pollock.

4. "Hairy Ape, The" by Eugene O’Neill,
5 . "Justice" by John G-alsworthy.
6. "Lower Depths, The" by Maxim G-orki.
7 . "Machine V/reckers, The" by Ernst Toller.
6. "Silver Box, The" by John Galsworthy.
9
.
"strife" by John Galsworthy.
10. "Tragedy of Nan, The" by John Masefield.
11. "Trojan Women" by Euripides.
12. "Weavers, The" by Gerhart Hauptmann.
13 . "Winterset" by Maxwell Anderson.
3 . Race Misunderstanding and Conflict.
3.
"in Abraham's Bosom" by Paul Green.
2. "Loyalties" by John Galsworthy.
3 . "Nigger, The" by Edward Sheldon.
4. "Porgy" by Dubose and Dorothy Heywood.
5 . "stevedore" by Paul Peters and George Sklar.
6. "They Shall Not Die" by John Wexley.
4. Nationalism and Internationalism.
1. "Bury the Dead" by Irwin Shav/.
2. "Enemy, The" by Ghanning Pollock.
3 . "For Services Rendered" by V/illiam Somerset Maugham.
4. "Hecuba" by Euripides.
5 . "Journey’s End" by R. C. Sherriff,
6. "Lysistrata" by Aristophanes.
7 . "Man Without a Countrjr, The" by Elizabeth MacFadden
and Agnes Grimmins.
8. "Melting Pot, The" by Israel Zangwill.

9.
I
I
t
I
i
5 .
1 .
2 .
6 .
1 .
2 .
I
4.
"What Price G-lory" by Lav/rence Stallings.
The Problem of Christian Citizenship.
"Androcles and the Lion" by George Bernard Shaw.
"Spreading the Kev/s" by Lady Gregory.
Conflicting Loyalties.
"Bushido" by ivatsu. (1 Act)
"Campbell of Kilmhor" by A. J. Ferguson.
"Cathleen Ni Hoolihan" by Vv. B. Yeats.
"Cid, The" by Pierre Corneille.
11
5. "Copperhead, The" by Augustus Thomas.
6. "Clod, The" by Lewis Beach. (1 Act)
7. "Cyrano De Bergerac" by Edmund Rostand.
8. "Overtones" by Alice Gertenberg and Lorin Howard.
IV. The Individual in His Relationship to God and the Universe
1. The Meaning of Life.
1. "Everyman" by Author Unlmow'n .
2. "Kingdom of God, The" by Gregorio Martinez Sierra.
3. "Little Man, The" by John Galsworthy. (1 Act)
4. "Neighbors, The" by Zona Gale. (1 Act)
5. "Slave with Two Faces" by Mary Carolyn Lavies.
2. The Meaning of Religion.
1. "At the Gate Beautiful" by Harry S. Mason. (1 Act)
2. "Beyond Human Power" by Hendrik Ibsen.
3. "Bishops Candlesticks, The" by Norman McKinnel.
4. "Cyrano De Bergerac" by Edmimd Rostand.
5. "Devil's Deciple" by G. Bernard Shav/.
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6, "Prometheus Bound" hy Aeschylus.
7. "Rain" by John Colton and Clemence Randolph.
6. "Tartuffe" by Moliere.
9
"Tempest, The" by William Shakespeare.
10. "Two Shepherds" by G-regorio Martinez Sierra.
11. "Valiant, The" by Kolworthy Hall and Robert Middlemass.
3. God.
1. "Boy V/ho Piscovered Easter" by Elizabeth McFadden.
2. "God of Vengeance" by Sholom Asch.
3. "Green Pastures" by Marc Connelly.
4. The Person of Jesus,
1. "Christmas Pageant of the Holy Grail" by W, R. Bowie.
(1 Act)
2. "Come Let Us Adore Him" by Victor Starbuck. (1 Act)
3. "El Cristo" by Margaret Larkin. (1 Act)
4. "Fool in Christ, The" by Gerhardt Hauptmann.
3. "He Came Seeing" by Mary P. Hamlin. (1 Act)
6. "Holy Night" by Gregorio Martinez. Sierra.
7. "Miracle, The" by Aax Reinhardt.
8. "Passing of the Third Floor Back" by Jerome K. Jerome.
9. "Servant in the House, The" by Charles Rann Kenedy.
5. The Basis of Belief in Immortality.
1. "Death Takes a Holiday" by Alberto Casella.
2. "intruder. The" by Maurice Maeterlinck.
3. "Outward Bound" by Sutton Vane.
6. Science and Religion,

113
1. "Adding Machine, The" by Elmer Rice.
1
2. "Ras sum's Universal Robats" by Karel Gapek.
1
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